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Sabbatical Policy
Under Scrutiny

By Barbara J. Selmo
Since 1972. students at Trinity
have had the option of expanding
their education by taking courses
at many colleges in the Hartford
area. As part of the Greater
Hartford Consortium for Higher
Education, Trinity also becomes
the temporary home of students
from other consortium schools
attending classes here. The
Consortium consists of these area
schools—Hartford College for
Women, Hartford Graduate
Center, St. Joseph College, St.
Thomas Seminary, University of
Hartford and Trinity College.
Students are actively involved in
cross-registration, augmenting the
number of courses offered at their
school with the wide variety
available through the Consortium
curriculum
The Greater Hartford Consortium for Higher Education, Inc.
is one of the consortia defined bv
the American Association foi
Hichei Education as a cooperative
arrangement among colleges which
pveets,. these criteria: 1. is a
voluntary formal organization; 2.
has three or more member institutions; 3. has multi-academic
programs; 4. is administered by at
least one full time professional and
5. has a required annual contribution or other tangible
evidence of long term commitment
of member institutions. The
Greater Hartford Consortium grew
from a program of crossregistration, which now, because of
the formal set-up, is much larger.
The six participating colleges meet
their expenses by semi-annual
assessments, and provide the
Hartford community of colleges
with many services. The Consortium publishes a bi-weekly
calendar of events and -provides
bus transportation for participating
students. Students and faculty have
full visiting and borrowing
privileges in the college libraries,
and cross-registration has become
a simple, efficient process.
The Consortium is governed by
a board of Governors and a
consortium Council. Newsletters
concerning changes or additions
are sent out periodically to all
members, administrators and staff.
Since the founding of the Consortium, several co-operative
efforts have been initiated. The
inter-campus transportation is on a
definite schedule, a listing of
faculty of all institutions has been
compiled, wherever possible
academic calendars have been coordinated, and courses with low
enrollment have been made
available to students from other
Consortium colleges. The Autumn
Newsletter of 1974 stated that the
Consortium's most valuable
accomplishment in its first two
years has been the development of
a structure and a procedure under
which the faculty of the colleges
are actively and responsibly involved in decision making. The
Cont. on P. 3
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Arm outstretched, Bishop Brawnell presided over a foggy quad one
morning last week.
phou, by Scott M. Leventhal

Faculty Divided Over
Curriculum
By Alice O'Connor and Dick Dahllng
This is the third in a four-part series of articles dealing with the
issue of curriculum here and across the nation.
Interviews with department chairmen and program directors
indicate that there is very little faculty agreement about Trinity's
curriculum; what it means, what educational policy it reflects, and
what are its strengths and weaknesses. And these faculty members
are equally divided about what, if anything, can and should be done
about the curriculum.
As stated on Page 9 of the Trinity College Bulletin, an education
at Trinity is designed to give students that kind of understanding of
human experience that will equip them for life in a free society. In
order to do this, it must help students to discover particular modes
of learning which will increase their awareness of themselves and of
their environment; it must enable them to extend their knowledge
within a chosen discipline; and it must encourage them to use the
knowledge which they gain to deal responsibly with the problems of
a rapidly changing world.
With this general statement.of intent in mind, the Curriculum
Revision Committee of 1969 set out to revise and implement a
curriculum that could be associated with those goals as much as
possible. What the faculty eyentually decided upon today forms the
• basis of what is known as the "Open Curriculum." Its philosophy
follows.
Believing that the whole point of education is to persuade
students to become self-motivated in respect to matters of great
social and personal importance, the Trinity faculty holds the
conviction that students are ultimately responsible for the structure
and content of their academic programs. This allows students to
elect whatever program they chose as long as they fulfill the
v
requirements of a particular major.
Realizing that this structure could create confusion and
unguided choice on the part of the students, the curriculum was also
supplemented with a program of faculty advising and the printing of
non-major guidelines. In the area of advising, it is hoped that the
student and faculty member can and will work closely together in
deciding what the best overall academic program is for that certain
•'Student. Freshman Seminar professors serve as initial advisors,
while students are free to make their own choice of an advisor when
they declare a major.
Coupled with the help of strong advice, a description on four
non-major guideline areas has appeared to provide some sort of
criteria which the student can use in making up his academic
program. The four categories are: Language and other Symbolic
Systems, Man's Interaction with the Natural World, Mans' Social
Institutions, and Forms of Culture. While these guidelines do not
mention specific courses, they provide a grouping of departments
which is intended to give the student some perspective as he makes
Cont. on Page 4
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The periodic disappearance of
•faculty members for sabbatical
leave has become as mysterious to
administrators as it has always been
to students. At a faculty meeting
last Tuesday, Dean of Faculty
Edwin Nye implored his colleagues
to keep him informed of the
progress of their sabbaticals. "It
would be helpful if more of you
that go on sabbaticals would more
diligently file reports."
The Faculty Manual states that
the purpose of the sabbatical
program is "to provide each
Faculty member with the opportunity for intellectual selfrenewal" and, as President Lockwood stated, "They (faculty) ought
to refresh themselves, finish a
book, do some research," and
anything that they believe will
enhance their academics when
they return.
The problem is that many
professors take their leave in the
Trinity semester which makes the
deadline for their reports September of the following year
thereby propagating, as Dean Nye
puts it, "forgetfulness" on the part
of the faculty in turning their
reports in. According to Dean Nye,
the reports themselves are not
vital; however, he said "the
necessity of filing a report is a
reminder of the reality of , the
program."
Eligibility for sabbatical leave"
comes only after the seventh year
of teaching at Trinity and requests
must be received in September of
the year before their intended
leave. Ten years ago not everyone
who was eligible: for leave took
advantage of the opportunity but
now President Lockwood said
that twelve to sixteen people take
leave every semester. Lockwood
went on to say that the increase in
numbers is due to tenure noting
that "there's going to be less turnover, less mobility; therefore, it's
important for faculty to go out and
catch up on research. We have to
depend on our faculty to stay
abreast of their field,"
This is not to say that faculty
members are openly abusing the
sabbatical program but there is an "

apparent lack of communication
between the faculty and the ad- ,
ministration on the formalities of
the program. President Lockwood
states that "We've both (administration and faculty) probably
been too casual. The administration needs to provide a
little more guidance but who's to
say whose proposal is valid or not?"
Dean Nye indicated that the
decision cannot be left to the
Trustees because, said Nye, "The
Trustees don't understand this
process because there is no
counterpart in industry."
Faculty members on sabbatical
receive full pay for a one-semester
leave of absence, said Nye, while a
full year sabbatical merits half pay.
The sabbatical program has
been, an integral part of the
Trinity curriculum said Lockwood.
Lockwood stated, "We're in the
intellectual business and people
have to have the opportunity to
probe systematically and rekindle
the curiosity towards their subjects."
Clyde MeKee, associate professor of political science, who- is
going on his second sabbatical this
spring, believes that the sabbatical
program has a variety of purposes
both institutional and personal."
According to McKee "some faculty
members need sabbaticals for a
change in environment" giving
them the opportunity to revitalize
their intellectual curiosities. Also
for faculty, like McKee, who teach
on a ten course schedule as opposed to the normal six, the sabbaticals create time to catch up
where they have fallen behind.
McKee recalls one science
professor used his sabbatical to
learn how to operate new scientific
equipment that is not at Trinity. On
this year's sabbatical McKee is
going to attempt to revise his book,
Perspectives of State Legislature,
and also finish his next book,
Research Methods Appropriate for
State Government. If what Nye
believes about faculty not taking
the program seriously, is true then
McKee is the exception rather than
the rule; his last sabbatical report
was 85 pages long with four articles
and a book.

Phi Betas Initiated

Ten members of the class of
1979 have been initiated into the
prestigious Phi Beta Kappa
scholastic honor society. Inducted by the Connecticut Beta
chapter of the society on
November 4 were: S. Todd
Bernstein, Peter T. Bronsky,
Jai.ies T. Caillouette, John A.
Cox, Jr., Jonathan D. Gates,.
Susan E. Mathew, Cheryl L.
Nikonovich, David M\ Ostafin
and Robert R. Ribeiro. Amy B.
Cohen was initiated in a
ceremony
on
Monday,
December 11.
Joseph S. Van Why, Trinity
'50, President of the Con-

necticut Beta chapter presided
at Monday's meeting, in which
all of the initiates received the
cherished Phi Beta Kappa keys.
Professor Robert C. Stewart,
Secretary of -the Connecticut
Beta chapter, stated that
membership in the honor
society stands as "recognition of
academic excellence." He
added that Phi Beta Kappa is
widely recognized as the
nation's "principal academic
honor." Stewart confided that
the cri'e.ia for membership in
the honor society "are not really
a matter for public record."
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Faculty Amends Manual,
Hears Reports
By Staff Writers
nels, assistant professor of SociVoting on the emendation of a ology voiced the opinion that they
section of the Faculty Manual had been put in awkward positions
^dealing with faculty appointments, because they had recently been
promotion, tenure, and reappoint- granted tenure without being proments dominated last Tuesday's moted. President Lockwood exmeeting of the faculty. The hour plained that this situation would be
and a half meeting was attended by looked into. Gettier stated, "the
some seventy faculty members.
two have not been simultaneous in
The discussion leading up to the the past. We want them to be in the
voting was lively. Led off by John future."
Gettier, associate professor of
When put to a vote, both of the
religion, who spoke for the ad hoc
motions passed. Additionally, the
committee by proposing a change
faculty endorsed a position stating
in the definition of instructor along
that it does not support "the
with a change that would mean that
reappointment for more than three
time spent at the rank of instructor
successive years at the rank of
not be included in an individual's
instructor anyone who does not
pre-probationary period.
qualify for promotion."
While this two part proposal
Earlier in the meeting, Miller
generated little response, there
Brown of the Philosophy Departwas significantly more interest in
ment reported for the Educational
another proposal which read as
Policy Committee. He stated that
follows: "The approval of a tenure
Student volnnteers manned the phones last week as the semi-annual Alumni Fond Phonathon took
the committee is presently discussappointment shall be confirmed in
place. Here, the volnnteers appear more interested In the camera than in the instractions of Debby
ing faculty cutbacks and expects to
Writing and made part of the
Sikkel, foreground.
photo by John Leisenring
have an interim report ready by the
records of Trinity College. It shall
time the Trustees come to campus
entail the automatic promotion to
on Jan. 20.
the rank of associate professor
The rest of the meeting was
when tenure becomes effective, if
by Peggy, Ke-ton
Board of Directors, says that the brought the organization under the
the faculty member stands below devoted to reports from various
Tales of excursions made years group hopes to sponsor cross- direct guidance of the Student
committees including Academic
that rank."
ago, and photographs of long- country excursions every weekend Services office.
Milla Riggio, assistant profes- Affairs, Research, Curriculum, and
departed students adorn the bulle- next semester. TOP maintains its
sor of English and Noreen Chan- the Faculty Conference Committee.
tin space in Mather Hall reserved own collection of cross-country skis
for the Trinity Outing Program which, says Ravenscroft, are availThe TRINITY TRIPOD Vol..77,
(TOP). Someone, no doubt a bored able to TOP members for on-camIssuel2, December 12,1978
attendant in the queue to the pus use. The group formerly made
The TRIPOD is published
dining hall, has scrawled "OLD its equipment available to all
weekly on Tuesdays, except
NEWS" across the top of a bulletin students on a rental basis, but has
vacations, during the acaSunday afternoon, the editorial staff of the Tripod for the next
noting "recent" TOP events. The discontinued the policy owing to
demic year. Student subscripsemester was elected. The new staff will take over responsibilities
notice is semesters old.
tions are included in the
inability to meet demand,
beginning with next week's issue. Andrew Walsh 7 9 will be
student activities fee; other
The Trinity Outing Program is
Membership in TOP is open to
editor-in-chief. Walsh spent this semester as managing editor.
subscriptions are $12.00 per
still on its traditionally snowshod all students and is granted upon
Taking over that position will be Michael Preston 79. Replacing
year.
The TRIPOD is printed
feet,
though
keeping
a
low
profile
paymentof a nominal $3 memberPreston as news editor will be Dancing Dick Dahlirig'81.
by the Palmer Journal Regand
struggling
with
organizational
ship
fee.
Members
are
entitled
use
Peter Bain '81 was^reelected as arts editor. Julie Johnson '81
ister, Palmer, Mass., and
problems.
of TOP equipment, receive priority
- -wtWb'e-the. new Cotraeptlcut editor and Mark Bonadies '.79 will take
Published at Trinity College.
TOP has in the past sponsored a when signing up for events; and
over as photography editor. Nancy Lucas '81 and Nick Noble
Hartford, Connecticut, under
number
of
outdoor
activities
inare
assured
of
the
organization's
'80 will serve as sports co-editors. Keith McAteer '82, Barbara
the Act of March 3, 1879.
cluding hikes, technical rock backing if they wish to plan an
Selmo '82 and Akn Levine '80 will be the contributing editors. Copy
Second
class postage paid at
climbing,
and
cross-country
skiing.
outing
of
their
own,
said
Ravenseditors will be Eliot Klein 79, Steve Elmendorf '82, and Sarah Jane
Hartford,
CT. Advertising
TOP
organizers
have
been
slow
in
croft.
Nelson '82.
rates are $2.10 per column
getting
the
program
started
this
Amy Polayes '80 continues as announcements manager, and
The Outing Program had been
inch, S37 per quarter page,
year. The group's organizational an appendage of the Student
Caro! Rumery '82 takes over the job of business-circulation
$72perhalfpage,and$128for
meeting
was
held
only
two
weeks
manager. Robert Wennet '82 will be the advertising manager.
Government Association until two
ago.
a full page.
.
years ago when former Director of
Bob Ravenscroft, of the TOP Student Services, David Lee

TOP Bundles Up For Winter

New Tripod Staff Set

Campus Notes:
Giese Seminar
A seminar entitled "Therapeutic Drug Monitoring" will be
presented by professor Roger
Giese of Northeastern University
on Wednesday Dec. 13 at 4:30 p.m.
in Clement 105. Dr. Giese will
answer questions of individuals
interested in careers in Pharmacy,
Pharmacology, . and Pharmacognocy throughout the afternoon in
the Chemistry library. Professor
Giese's lecture will be preceded by
refreshments in the Chemistry
library at 4 p.m.

Coral Gables, Florida. For details
call 658-7478, after 3:00 p.m.

Newspaper
Internship

The Southside Neighborhood
News, located at 660 Park St., is a
bi-weekly paper giving news and
features of interest to Hartford
south of Capitol Avenue. SNN is
currently seeking items interested
in reporting, newspaper layout,
circulation management and distribution, advertising sales and management, and photography. Contact the Internship office or Lee
Need room to move? Local grand- Paquette, editor, at 525-6128 for
mother wrnts her car driven to more information. (

For
Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
artrival

Drivers Needed
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Practitioner Hired
By Eliot Klein
The Dean of Students' office
has announced that Mrs. Janet
Curtis, R.N. has been hired as a
full-time nurse practitioner, effecttive December 11,1978. In addition
to treating the general needs of
the community, Mrs. Curtis will
treat minor gynecological problems
and offer birth control counseling.
She will be in the Medical office 35
hours each week.
Mrs. Curtis is a 1965 graduate
of the New Britain General Hospital School of Nursing, and-more
recently, the Hartford Hospital
Adult Nurse Practitioner Course.
According to Dean of Students
David Winer, she has worked in a
variety of professional settings
since 1965, including hospitals,
convalescent homes, and private
industry.
After a survey conducted in
spring of 1977, and further dis<-us ' »i .mil e\ jluaiioii b\ the

Student Medical Advisory Board
(SMAB), the Dean of Students'
office decided to consider expandthe gynecological services offered
by the College. On the basis of this
study, the decision to hire a nurse
practitioner was nude. Though it
was hoped that the position would
be filled in August, two previous
candidates declined the appointment. A nurse practitioner is a
registered nurse who has received
additional training in a specialized
area, and is certified and licensed
by the state.
The goal of having a nurse
practitioner is to round out College
medical services. The SMAB evaluation of the spring 1977 survey
determined that students were
generally satisfied with the medical
sevices then offered by the
College. The survey found, however, that students found gynecological services lacking due to the
length and scheduling of appointments
..
Vandalism shattered the view of South Campus dormitories from the Jackson-Wheaton lounge. This
massive window was smashed over Thanksgiving.
photo by Suwathin Phtansutkon

Race Splits UT-C Gridders

Trimt\ Big Brothers and Big Sisters entertained their friends at
their annual Christmas party in the Washington Room on Saturday.

CHATTAGOOGA, Tenn (CH)The University of Tennessee-Chattanooga football team was undefeated and possibly on its way to its
best season in the history of the
school then a chain of events that
have come to. be known as the
"UT-C Crisis" began, and dreams
of bowl bids and pro football
contracts were swept away by a
divisivness that went far beyond
the confines of the team lockerroom.
The problems began when one
player, a black, missed a practice
without authorization and was
ordered by UT-C Coach Joe
Morrison to run laps at night to
make up. The player refused and
25 of his black teammates supported him by boycotting practice.
Grievances presented by the boycotting players went beyond just

photo bv Emihe Kaulbach

the extra laps. There was talk of
"communicatioji problems" because the, school has no black
assistant coaches, rumors of an
implied racial segregation policy on
team buses and complaints about
inadequate medical treatment for
black players.
* In retrospect, nearly all of those
involved say it was not a racial
matter, but simply one of a lack of
communication that got blown out
of proportion. The winning team,
was close-knit, with no black-white
hostilities.
After a series of team meetings,
held behind closed doors but
spawning new rumors almost hourly, Morrison held to his guns and
announced~that 20 of the boycotting
players would be suspended for the
rest of the season, and five who
agreed to do make-up practices
would be suspended for just one

Consortium Expo, nds Opportunities

game.

Consortium considers this participation valuable.
There are a few restrictions
placed on the student who wishes
to enroll in Consortium courses.
Each college may exclude courses
or sections in which it is reasonable
to expect that space will not be
available for all applicants. The
college may deny permission to a
student to enroll in courses at
another college which it does not
consider appropriate to the
student's course of! study.
Cross-registration is perhaps
the greatest accomplishment of the
Consortium. In the pas; three
semesters at Trinity, approximately
200 students have participated,
taking courses that range from
Biology and Accounting to
languages and philosophy. The
Consortium
is
popular,
especially among students using

the many libraries available.
The Consortium does have
three advantages not shared by
other consortia: The geographical
proximity of the colleges, the
diversity of the colleges, and the
structure which allows faculty
participation and. responsibility.
Many of the co-operative efforts planned in 1972 have not been
realized. Ideas such as co-operative
purchasing of supplies and fuel,
meetings of specialists to discuss
their fields, coordinate courses,
group health insurance and the
replacement of Hartford school
teachers who are enrolled for retraining by Consortium students,
are just several of the stagnant
proposals. The Consortium is not a
vibrant, noticed and versatile
program. Rather, it is utilized

mainly for its ability to bring to the
students a wide range of courses,
and the opportunity to observe
other schools. Students commented on their experiences at
other schools, and used the
comparison to show how they .liked
one school more than another.

•

••

The decimated team travelled
that weekend to McNeese State
University where" it lost its first
game in 15 starts. "It wasn't so
much that we missed the suspended players," says a UT-C
sports information spokesman,
"Only two of them were starters.
But nobody even knew we had a
game. There was so much in the
press about the problems that we

weren't mentally ready."
Then the local NAACP got into
the act, charging that UT-C has an
unacceptable record of graduating
black athletes. It took its complaints to the governor, and then to
the HEW in Washington.
The local NAACP president
called for a boycott of the next
week's game saying, "If we see
anybody there that's our color then
you can go to the National
Association of White People when
you're in trouble."
Although the boycott was not
particularly succcessful, UT-C
dropped that game, too.
Last week a bi-racia\ committee
appointed by the chancellor announced that, after an investigation, it supported the coach's
actions as being . an "internal
matter." Twenty-four of the 25
players involved* reportedly agree
now that while they have some valid grievances they handled the
dispute in the wrong way. But the
NAACP persists in its calls for
investigation of the treatment of
blacks at UT-C.
As the controversy began to
fade from daily coverage, the team
managed to get back to business
and won its next game. It even has
an outside chance of capturing the
conference championship.

GreatBooks
cont from page 4
The College catalogue further outlines , an intensive and
continuing program of mandatory tutorials, focusing on mathematics, music and the physical sciences. Throughout their four years at
the College, students must attend math tutorials four times a week,
and language tutorials three times a week. Among the recognized
Great works in this area are the writings of Euclid, Ptolomy,
Copernicus, Descartes, Newton, Einstein and others. In foreign
languages, students must master ancient Greek in their first two
years, and French in their third and fourth years.
At St. Johns, student initiative is a must. Seminar discussions
are entirely student initiated, the College catalogue emphasizes that'
informal discussion in class and loos talk is given little credence.
The manual states, "reason is the only recognized authority" in
class.

President Lock^ood sad Edward Sloan, professor o! hlstorj preseated ThnoUij Joa Oberg '81
the Faculty Scholar Prize last week. The prize Is awarded annually to a sophmore who has shown
outstanding scholarly achievement and potential as demonstrated hi his work at the College. The
honor entitles the student to a free coarse, photo by Jon Lester
>
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Faculty Hold Scattered Views of Curriculum
Cont. from P. 1
the various course selections. While advice is available
as well as the non-major guidelines, the student is
ultimately responsible for choosing his or her academic
program..
From the faculty, point of view, the free elective
curriculum, as originally conceived and as it has worked
for the past ten years, is something less abstract than
what the catalogue rhetoric describes. And there are
many who believe that the unstructured curriculum
expresses no educational policy at ail.
Amongst those who believe that the curriculum
reflects a single educational policy are Professors
Crawford, Doten, and Sapega. Behind the idea of free
electives they feel, is the assumption that education is a
process in which students, with the help of sound advice,
make individual choices in a responsible way. The
emphasis in Trinity's curriculum, says Sapega, is on the
intellectually motivated student. And, according to
Cfawford, the. curriculum that is based on freedom of
choice is intended to allow the student to define for
himself what an educated person should be at the college
level.
.
Education Department Chairman Bud Schultz feels
that ideally the free elective curriculum enables the
student to apply reason to his course of study.
"Personally 1 feel there's value in structure," says
Schultz, "but it's important for the student to learn how
to make that structure for himself."
Others believe that Trinity's curriculum does not
reflect any single philosophy, but instead recognizes that
there is diversity in education. For Borden Painter,
chairman of the history department, there is "room for
change and experimentation with the curriculum and
faculty we have..but we need to work at it." According to
Painter, the liberal arts is "diversity, not a pre-packaged
deal," and the curriculum reflects this by avoiding "a lot
of educational theory."
Both Painter and Religion Department Chairman
Frank Kirkpatrick fee! that good advising is essential to
the unstructured curriculum. For Kirkpatrick, Trinity's
curriculum reflects "how you treat responsible adults
with correct advice so that they can make the right
choices."
Professor Norman Miller, acting chairman of

St. Johns Experiment:

The Great BooksOne of the most dramatic experiments in American liber;
educationis to be found at the unpretentious seventeenth cent1
campus of St. Johns College in Annapolis, Maryland. The education]
afforded by St. Johns presents a striking contrast to that of it
ponderous next door neighbor, the United States Naval Academy.]
St. Johns is an institution which revels in the liberal arts, an
uniquely so.
The statement of educational purpose at St. Johns might
found at a number of American liberal arts institutions. In a tor*
familiar to Trinity scholars, St. Johns educators maintain that
liberal education "should seek to develop tee and rational men m<
women committed t» the pursuit of knowledge in its fundamental]
unity, intelligently appreciative of their common cultural heritage,
and conscious of their social and moral obligation."
The difference lies in the way St. Johns pursues the liberal arts.
St. Johns practices what it calls the "Great Works" curriculum.
Student are allowed no elective courses. The four year
undergraduate curriculum is entirely prescribed. At the core of the
St. Johns curriculum are the writings of the major scholars of
western civilization.
Believing that the best way to educate responsible citizens is
through the books in which the great minds of our civilization have
expressed themselves," St. Johns offers a program of seminars
involving discussion of a limited set of "timeless and timely" books.
The aim of this curriculum, according to the College catalogue,!
is not to discover how things were, but how they are. The course ofl
study reflects both the "persistent questions of human existence"
and contemporary issues. Specifically, St. Johns seeks to enable its'!
students to make rational decisions in modern society.
The St. Johns catalogue confidently states that the College is|
"restoring the true meaning of the liberal arts." The Great Works
curriculum involves four learning methods: discussion, translation,
demonstration, ancl experimentation.
Seminars at St. Jo. hns, according to the College catalogue
routinely include 17-21 students, with two faculty members as
"guides." The classes meet once a week for a minimum of two
Ihours.
•
In the first year of study, the student concentrates on the ancient
Greek authors, who, the College believes, "pioneered" the
understanding of the liberal arts. The works in the first year range
from Homer to Lavoisier.
Beginning with the Bible and Aristotle, and ending with
seventeenth century European poets, the second year course covers
the Roman, Medieval, and Renaissance periods of western culture.
In the third year, students are "guided" through the writings of
ieventeenth and eighteenth century scholars, starting with
lervantes and continuing through Toqueville.
Continuing in chronological pursuit of the Great Works, the
^ ^ I
works of neneteenth and twentieth
*. ismginfffeom Keats to Einstein.
i

understood by much of the College. Leach would like to
see "at least a coherent rationale for the curriculum," if
not actual changes. "Perhaps we need to come to grips
with faculty* feelings on the goals of education. If
necessary, our statement should reflect clearly the lack of
agreement," says Painter. "I'd rather have an accurate
working statement," he adds.
Andy Gold, director of the Urban and Environmental
Studies Program, is "not sure the faculty understands
what the curriculum is in the aggregate sense." He
believes it would be useful for a faculty committee to call
in department heads and have them articulate exactly the
thrust of their programs. "Without going through a
colossal thing," Gold feels, the faculty could get a sense
of what the curriculum is and then act to improve it.
Chairman of the Classics Department A. D. Macro,
feels strongly that any "piecemeal" approach to reform
is the "wrong method." And adds, "the process of
thinking through the curriculum is very good for both
students and faculty."
Steele takes a different approach. He understands the
"back to basics" movement as a "back to Europe" one.
In the '60s, says Steele, the western "parochialism" of
education broke down. However, the unstructured
curriculum hasn't stimulated a rethinking of basic
educational goals, and the return to Europe would be
easily made by the faculty. Steele finds the curriculum
which bases itself on western culture to the "exclusion of
the greater part of the human race" to be "intellectually
indefensible." It is important, he feels, that "European
hegemony," an issue he.has studied in the field of
history, be subject to review throughout the liberal arts.
Schultz and Mathematics Department Chairman
Dave Robbins think the curriculum should be reviewed
only if there are "major concerns" about it. Otherwise,
they feel, evaluation should be an "ongoing process."
"It is valuable to raise questions constantly about, the
assumptions we're making about the nature of education
and of the student," says Schultz. According to Robbins,
we should always approach the curriculum with the
question 'is it working?'"
Some feel it is not necessary to evaluate the
curriculum how. Acording to Chemistry Department
Director of the Comparative Literature Program
Chairman Edward Bobko, the curriculum pet se doesn't
Michael Campo believes that the unstructured currineed a look, "but the way in which we're implementing it
culum does not reflect a statement of "what every
does. The question to be asked \s 'are we fulfilling the
graduate should know." This is the case, according to
dictates of the curriculum?'" Bobko indicates that many
Campo, because change occurred as a response to "the
faculty members have "lost sight" of the guidelines
exigencies of a permissive society." Miller Brown sees
outlined in the catalogue, and believes that the
Trinity's curricular change in the '60s as in part a
curriculum could"work better" if advisers understood
"repudiation of the authoritarian character of educaits guidelines. Otherwise, Bobko senses "no great
tion," which was to some'degree'justified because it
pressure to change."
" ''*'"*'•****-.„.
recognized the importance of student participation in
English Department Chairman Dirk Kuyk says that as
education. Both Campo and Brown agree, however, that
long as professors and student stake their roles seriously
"democraticizing" the curriculum did not necessssarily
as advisers and advisees, the free elective curriculum
equip students to cope with society. "Democracy needs
works well. Similarly, Fine Arts Department Chairman
•well-educated people, not necessarily freely educated
Michael Mahoney and Director of the Theatre Arts
1
people," according to Brown.
•
Program George Nichols are quite satisfied with the
Brown and Campo are joined by Physics Department
present status of the curriculum, and don't feel the need
Chairman Harvey Picker in their belief that the faculty
toreview't.
could agree upon some basic educational questions.
Is curricular review, and possibly reform, in the
Picker feels that the present curriculum was designed at
offing? While many may espouse such action, there is no *
a time when students were more motivated than they are
evidence of a unified faculty*movement towards it. It is
today. If the faculty were called upon to reform the
agreed that strong faculty or administrative leadership is
curriculum to meet the needs of the College today, he
essential to any comprehensive review. There are
f e e l s / " a consensus could be reached" as to how
reasons for why, within the faculty, • this leadership is
students should be educated.
lacking.
Director of the American Studies Program Gene ;
Curricular questions are overlooked because "people
Leach sees some practical reasons for the free curriculum
are
busy, and they don't see a jarring need for it," said
as influencing faculty attitudes towards it. With many
Schultz when asked about the prospects for evaluation.
schools like Trinity returning to some form of added
Sapega sees a lack of strong support for any alternative
curricular requirements, the free elective idea is seen as
a distinguishing factor for the College, according to curriculum, adding that most seem satisfied with the free
Leach. He also feels that Trinity's size leads many to elective system.
Brown points out that the faculty is "anxious" about
emphasize advising as an alternative to requirements.
Finally, says Leach, the lack of sturcture is easier for the' other issues at the moment, "particularly that of
tenure," He believes that without strong pressure to act
faculty as a whole. It puts more burden on : the
individual's advisor, and less on the department, for the on the curriculum, the faculty won't concern itself with it.
From a departmental point of view, the curricular
: departmental responsibility for "general education" is
structure, or lack thereof, has very ing effects on
• g o n e . .
'• •
:•, ' •••. ' '
.•.'
i ;•'
; . ;
. :'
'
students. Sciences, mathematics and some, social
Whether satisfied or dissatisfied with the free
sciences have programs that necessarily have many
elective curriculum, those faculty interviewed generally
prerequisites for upper-level courses. These departagree that careful evaluation of the present curriculum
ments are generally able to insure that their majors will
would be a valuable undertaking. As in many other
have a certain level of preparedness before taking
things, though, faculty members diverge on what form
upper level courses.
they thing such a review should take, and. on when it
Humanities, on the other hand, do not call for many
should occur.
prerequisites for upper level courses. It is more difficult
Those who feel the curriculum should be completely
for these professors to assume that students have a
reviewed have different goals in mind for such a project.
certain level of basic knowledge. In this disciplinary
Brown thinks it would be useful to examine the kind of
sense, the humanities are perhaps more directly affected
education Trinity students graduate with, and then to
by the free-elective curriculum than the others.
"ask if we respect that." He adds, "I don't think we
However, those interviewed expressed concern less
would." Department of Modern Languages Chairman
from the departmental point of view than from an
Donald Hook speaks for his department in saying that
interest in the student community as a whole. Scientists,
Trinity students are being deprived of the education they
mathematicians, and humanists alike see the importance
need and want because of the free-elective curriculum.
of exposing students to the various disciplines outside of
The department, according to Hook, feels strongly that
their own.
curricular evaluation should lead to institution distribuPerhaps another reason for the lack of a movement
tion requirements.
towards curricular revision is that many faculty members
Crawford is in favor of review, but he does not feel are ambivalent in their reactions to the curriculum.
that changes must automatically follow. "Somehow, a While sympathetic with the idea of student freedom of
faculty should be able to reflect to a student what an choice, they are not convinced that Trinity's curriculum
educated person is," he stated, and a'careful review of offers in fact the best education possible. To some
the curriculum will determine how this might best be professors, the good qualities of the free-elective
achieved.
curriculum have often proven to be its bad qualities for
Leach and Painter feel the curriculum is inadequately students.

Sociology, and Philosophy Department Chairman W.
Miller Brown characterize the curriculum in another way.
School course selection, according to Miller, is like
"going through a cafeteria," where the offerings are
diverse and unrelated. The result, he feels, is that
students share nothing in common. Brown calls the
curriculum a "smorgasbord—a feast" for some and a
"maze" for others. Free electives benefit only those who
at some point have learned how to use them, Brown
points out, but most who enter Trinity have not.
Some faculty members interviewed see the curriculum, less for what it does than for what it does not do.
Not a particular educational policy, but the erosion of
"faculty consensus about educational policy, a common
occurrence at colleges and universities in the '60s, is
reflected in the unstructured curriculum.
" This is the feeling of H. McKim Steel, director of the
Intercultural Studies Program. According to Steel,
Trinity's curriculum is "chaotic...and there was no
illusion that it wouldn't be" when requirements were
abolished in 1969. The structureless curriculum, Steele,
notes, is indicative of the lack of a workable structure
upon which the faculty could agree.
,
Others agree with Steele that the free elective
curriculum is the product of the events and beliefs of the
'60s, but they believe that Trinity's decision to change
was determined more as a response to broader social
events than as a consideration of educational assumptions and faculty agreement about them.

:
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Connecticut
Inergy Prices On The Rise
By Julie Johnson
price hike poses special problems workings of the home heating oil
The coming winter may seem for low income families, as well as indusjry.
an especially cold and bitter one to having adverse affects on the fight
In addition, congressmen are
New Englanders who face in- against inflation.
seeking-money for fixed income
creasing prices for home heating
Moffitt also commented that families unable to pay their winter
oil predicted by federal energy the small distributors are not being heating bills.
officials this past week.
protected as the Department of
These objections wre partially j :
An article in the December 6 Energy promised when the price answered by O'Leary's promise to \
Boston Globe reports that Deputy controls were lifted.
reinstate a program run last winter £
Many New England Congress- which granted 15 states small j
Energy Secretary, John F. CTLeary
announced to New England men responding to O'Leary's amounts of federal funds to report %
congressmen, "On the basis of what comments on Wednesday are current home heating oil prices to •£.
we know now, price increases for caught in the embarrassing posi- the Department of Energy and to f
tion of having originally supported establish "hotlines" for consumer!
home heating oil are justified."
When questioned about recent the decontrol measures in 1976. complaints.
rising prices, averaging five cents a They are now demanding action of
The House Interstate and
gallon for home heating oil, a.different sort.
Foreign
Commerce
Sub- Hy and Lil Egdish, owners of H and L package store on Zlon Street.
OLeary denied evidence of "price
Acting upon the Department Committee on Eeergy has slated a
gouging" tactics by the refiners of ofEnergy's findings, Moffitt joined hearing for December 20 to
home heating oil.
U.S. Representatives Edward question CLeary further. In adIn response ,to O'Leary's Markey (D-Mass.) and Andrew dition, the Department of Energy
statements, angered Congressmen MacGuire (D-NJ.) in requeting a will hold a major meeting on
pointed out that a recent report congressional hearing to in- December 15 to review the
situation.
issued by the Department of vestigate the matter further.
By Daniel Vincenzo
mistakenly assume that package
Moffitt believes "a whole range
Energy indicated that refiners have
In another energy related
The H & L Package Store on stores make lots of money. If you
upped their prices for home of questions" need to be con- matter, Connecticut's U.S. Senator
Zion Street has been owned and want to get rich, you'd be better off
heating oil at a faster rate than" the sidered. The panel will attempt to Lowell Weicker (R) Wednesday
operated by Hy and Lil Egdish for robbing a bank, they say. "The
rate of increases in production study the particular laws of supply called for the mandatory rationing
the past thirteen years. It is like most they can get (from us) is one
and demand which operate in the and decontrol of fossil fuels,
costs demands.
many liquor stores in Con- hundred dollars."
The report indicates that oil refining industry to determine claiming that the recently signed
necticut—small, locally owned, its
Yet, the Egdishes don't see any
because of deregulation of heating any justification there might be for National Energy Act could lead to
proprietors working it as their more risk in owning a package
a national disaster.
oil, which occurred in July 1976 the the price hikes.
primary job.
store than, say, a grocery store.
In agreement
with the
refiners can expect to reap $331
Weicker called the act "A
And, like many package stores, "They both get robbed." Hy
million from overcharges by the Department of Energy recom- patchwork made up of leftover it sometimes is robbed. Hy says he
remembers one grocer in the
mendations, Moffitt feels that if the scraps, bits and pieces of outworn
end of this winter.
expects a robbery "once a year neighborhood who was shot and
New England, Connecticut industry cannot prove it is com- programs, hastily shaped and
anyway."
That
once
a killed during a robbery a few years
Representative, Toby Moffitt (D), petitive, and prices continues to poorly fashioned parts of new year occurred Monday, December back.
reports, "We're seeing jumps of up escalate, "with or without the programs, and tattered shreds of
4, at 5:30 in the afternoon.
Some people say that owners of
to 15c a gallon in the Northeast, Department of Energy monitoring genuinely good proposals."
Two
black
men
were
let
into
small
stores would be safer in sosince heating oil prices were system...the only logical alternative
Weicker does not believe the
the store. (The front door can only called "better" neighborhoods. Hy
'decontrolled...'. Our indications will be~the reimposition of price act will help reduce the nation's
be opened from the inside, as a discounts that claim. Despite the
are that the average price level in controls."
dependence on foreign oil imports.
safety precaution.) They wanted to occasional robberies, the store's
New England is rapidly apThe panel hopes to determine "This is hardly the comprehensive
buy some beer. When Lil Egdish location \s goad. "People can still
proaching 56c a gallon."
the most suitable type of price energy policy that America .
opened the register, they wanted to rob you in the suburbs," he says.
Moffitt pointed out that this controls by investigating the needs," stated Weicker.
have-the store's money, too.
How can package store owners
Not satisfied with the cash from prevent robberies? It's difficult,
the drawer, one of the men pointed says Hy. Having a special
a gun at Mrs. Egdish and electronic lock on the fisont door,
as his store does, doesn't help too
By Jon Zonderman
Topping the list of problems to
the state is below the national demanded more money. After a
brief
search
behind
the
counter,
he
much,
because the robbers don't
be
dealt
with
by
the
state's
average.
When the General Assembly
Besides matters of money, the realized there was no more money, identify themselves as such before
begins its 1979 session on January legislature will be questions of
and the two men departed. Their they come in. More police patrols
third, there will be many new faces, money. There is a feeling n the legislature will have a few other
entire
country
that
there
should
be
busy areas of legislation. The take was just over one hundred would be good, but "the police
but many old issues for it to deal
can't stay in one place all the time."
no
new
taxes
in
the
next
few
years,
Environment Committee will be dollars.
with.
Similar scenes have occurred
"I guess the only way to stop it.'"
but Connecticut will have a tough hearing proposals for a moratorium
four times in the past couple of says Lil, "is to search everyone who
time balancing its books without on nuclear power in the state.
years. Do Hy and Lil ever think of comes in—and that's against the
any.
A group of consumer laws,
selling their business? No. Not law." Not to mention impractical.
The Horton-Meskill decision of
including Plain Language Laws in
really.
Traditionally, each December,
1977, which ruled the local property contracts and Open Dated food
Hy says he's not discouraged by package stores hand out free
tax as an unconstitutional way to pricing are also slated for hearing
the robberies. Besides, he points calendars for the next year to (heir
finance local schools will force the in committee this session.
legislature to fnnd some way the
Election reform will also be out, both he and his wife are over customers. The H & L Package
state can fund a larger portion of worth watching. Attempts will be fifty years old—where would they Store is no exception. Printed on
the cover of its calendar is a
schools throughout the state.
made to institute initiative get another job?
The
package
store
is
not
totally
variation
on a nursery rhyme. "Jack
In addition, there has been a referendum and direct primaries
growing animosity in the state for state offices. In addition, day of unprotected. Hy keeps a gun in the and Jill Went Down the Hill to Sav
towards gambling. On Thursday, a vote registration or post-card store, and he has had occasion to 'Hello' to Hy and Lil."
Of course, most who come
group of five Republican House registration laws will be discussed. use it.
Last
May
he
shot
and
wounded
down
the hill do just buy liquor and
members came out with a plan to
The administration should have
reduce gambling outlets in the state an easier time with the legislature a robber, who is now serving a say 'hello.' It's the two men who
by half over the next few years. this year than inthe past, due to the prison term for his crime. "Every didn't on December 4 that bother
D e m o c r a t i c store should have a gun," Hy says. the Egdishes.
This could cost the state as o v e r w h e l m i n g
Why are package stores such an
"What can you say? I just wish
majoirty.
"
much as $75 million in tax revenue,
inviting target for thieves? The it didn't happen," says Lil. Adds
from the gambling alone. Sales
Egdishes aren't sure, but they think Hy, "We're just trying to make a
taxes on concessions increase that
In the Senate, there are only 10
it's because
many
people living, that's all."
total.
Republicans, as compared with 26
The Governor is hoping to Democrats. Democratic Senate
offset these losses and balance her press aid Dennis Schain expects the
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
1979 budget with increased reven- Republicans to be "perhaps noisy,
ues from an expanding economy. but minimal in their real power,"
"There are movements of the soul, deeper than words can describe
During her first term, Mrs. Grasso
The same should hold in the
and yet more powerful than any reason, which can give a man to know
brought many new businesses to House, where Democrats far
beyond question or arguing or doubt, thai the finger of God is here.
God does inspire men. Faith is required to accept that reality. Only in
Connecticut and unemployment in outnumber Republicans.
the decision to go . . did I find the joy and interior peace that are marks
of God's true intervention in the soul." He Leadelh Me W. Ciszek SJ.
Have you thought of working for others in Africa, Asia, So. America?
A Catholic has such opportunities as a priest, brother or layperson
Educational Center
with St. Joseph's Missionary Society, the Mill Hill Fathers. Risk your
Call Dip EVHIRO k Weektndi
talent, your life, and win hardship, no regrets, and a chance to do really
PHONE 847-O263
101 Whitney Ave.
great things with your life.
Maybe God is calling you.
New Haven, c t 06511
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Legislature to FaceTough Issues

— Is God Calling You? —
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789-114*
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568-7927
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Editorial
Good-Bye to All This
In September, 1975, a recently arrived Trinity
freshman decided that he would give the newspaper
business a shot. Pen in hand, he sat down at his desk
where he proceeded to grind out an article about the
first few days of a freshman's college life.
More than three years later he sat down at his desk
again, this time attempting to put to paper his thoughts
about what it had been like working for that college
newspaper in the intervening years. I am that person
and the experience has been nothing less than
extraordinary. When, hopefully, I have my diploma
handed to me in May, the Tripod shall be one of the
things that I shall most regret leaving.
My co-workers over the years have been both great
people and superb instructors. They've been the former
because they've made the paper more than just an
activity; they've made it great fun. As for the latter,
they took somebody who knew absolutely nothing about
journalism and gave him more than a basic
understanding of what is needed in order to work for a
newspaper. Those on the present staff continue to do
that for me.
I think that the Tripod is an excellent college
newspaper. It is that way because of the people that
work for it. For many it is more than work; it is a labor
of love. And when the paper arrives on campus on
Tuesdays, all the effort of the previous days seem to
have been worth it. So my Sundays and Mondays shall
be less full without it.
Next semester's staff under the able direction of
Andrew Walsh should continue the tradition of putting
out an excellent paper. To those on this semester's
staff, I'd just like to give a quick thanks for making the
job of being editor so enjoyable and so easy.
Seth Price

own part, {ailure to Iceep adequate
records of the ticket sales, and
expenditures that made use of
An Qpen Letter to the Editor and ticket money, was an error for
the Trinity Community:
which I take full responsibility. Let
I would like, at this time, to it be knowu, on the other hand, that
discuss my side of the events no money which passed through
concerning the Pure Prairie League my department was removed
concert of last May, and the article without legitimate cause, or my
concerning the concert which knowledge. My failure to recollect
appeared in last week's Tripod. I what some of these expenditures
was fully aware of the fact that my were does not mean that they were
name would appear frequently in not legitimate. Rather, the hectic
the article, and am not writing to period surrounding the show
deny some sort of criminal activity basically fried my brains, and
or misdealings. It U my firm belief makes recall of the details an
that no criminal or crime exists, impossibility.
other than the fact that the hanMy conclusions as to what
dling of the concert was indeed "a happened to the "mysterious
mess" as my co-chairman and missing sum" involves the various
buddy Mike Siraco pointed out. expenditures that were paid out of
What I feel should be discussed is ticket receipts. It is my hypothesis
my own involvement in the con- that Charlie never deposited the
cert, and some aspects of the ar- cash that I left with him, because:
ticle.
he ended up having to use portions
First of all, I would like to of it to pay some of these expenses,
amend a statement that I made and deposited the remainder as
concerning advanced ticket money part of the $2,700. What were some
and Charlie McCarthy/While I will of these expenses? First of all, $200
stand by my statement that Charlie was used to pay the student
and I did indeed count advanced security force. Secondly, $100 or so
ticket money arid leave it in his was spent as I stated in last week's
possession, lean no longer be sure Tripod article, on various necessiof my recalling Charlie having ties the day of the show, or soon
taken this cash home with him. before. Another $100 was spent as
Upon reading the article, I realize the deposit for a band which
that the incident of this type that I replaced a last minute cancellation
recall was the one involving the on Spring Weekend. It is the
money from the show itself that recollection of Ken Feinswog and
was mentioned later on in the Mike Siraco that the balance of the
article. "Sorry Charlie." Also, I S400 total cost of this act was paid
would like to say that I feel that the in cash as well, later on in the
tone of the article treats Charlie week. Why the Tripod failed to
very unfairly. The eyebrow raising mention this, I would certainly like
comments used by the reporters to know. If one were to subtract the
concerning Charlie's "testimony" amount of expenditures that I have
listed, and allow for other such
are cheap and unfair shots.
In regard to the sloppy costs that inevitably do arise, then
organization associated with the the situation yvould appear to be
concert in general, and my role as much more stable than the Tripod
head Of ticket sales, I can only presented it to be. While these
My inexperience, and the conclusions are hypothetical, (as
y.tysctlc atmosphere of the are those of the Tripod), they do
.records and
cont. on page 7
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Satire
The Adventure of the Eighth Story
By Eric Grevstad
It is with a heavy heart that I
take up my pen to write the last
adventure in which the singular
gifts of my friend and roommate
Sherbert Cones will be recorded. It
was.a case which saw Cones rise to
his greatest height in the battle with
his archenemy; and now, with my
friend gone into that no man's land
from whence no traveler returns, it
lies with me to tell the story.
I had not intended to put this
story to print. The administrtion is
still unaware of the facts of the
case; also, there was Cones' habit
of keeping his r records iti
Labanotation. But my hand has
been forced by circumstances—
notably the recent letters in which
Miss Donna Ardie defends the
memory of her absent sister—and
it has become clear to me that, if
anyone is to reconstruct the final
problem of Sherbert Cones, I am
best suited to do it.
It began on a Saturday night in
December. Cones had been
picking up the week's newspapers
to recycle them, and had sat down
to read the Sunday magazine; I was
dressing for a party which my
friend Stamford, who lived in High
Rise, had told me about some
days before.
"Will you not join me, Cones?"
I asked. "Stamford always lays out
quite a table."
"I am not much of a party man
myself, Wheaton," Cones said.
•"You know my relaxation is in my
work."
"Still, you should get out more
often, Cones," I chided him. "My
friends always ask about your
cases," I added.
Cones seemed to hesitate.
"They do?"
"Frequently," I asserted.
"You said 'always.'" Cones
retorted.
"Well, almost always. They
would love to meet you, Cones."
"Very well, Wheaton, I will join
you for this wild affair." He smiled.
"Perhaps I will get to chronicle
your misdeeds for once."
In a short time, we had left our
rooms in Northern Towers and
were on our way to High Rise.
"Shall we walk to your friend's

room?" Cones asked as we entered most surprised. Cones, expecting a
festive host and seeing his greatest
the lobby.
. "Oh, no," I said. "He lives on adversary, started back, while
the eighth floor." We rode up in Mary Ardie" stood, frozen in the
silence, my friend glancing about doorway, her gaze oscillating from
the elevator as we did so. Cones one to the other of us.
"Hello,. Mary. You're moving
was nervous about elevators and
escalators and usually avoided up in the world," Sherbert Cones
them whenever possible. On the said.
other hand, he was fascinated with
"What are you doing here?.
revolving doors and would often go Where's Stamford? Where are his
round in one four or five times.
roommates?" I cried.
"They've moved to Jar-vis," the
"Here we are!" I said, leading
Cones to a door at the end of the mathematical genius answered.
hall and knocking vigorously. "I "Some of my friends and I are
hope Stamford has the drinks on moving in on this floor." She inice!" The door opened.
clined her head toward the
Mary Ardie was standing before doorway. "I'd invite you in, but
we're not unpacked yet."
us.
• .
. . ' • . .
Cont. on P. 8
I could not say which of us was
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More Letters
Cont. from P. 6
correspond to what I feel was the
general circumstances surrounding
the concert.
In closing, let me say that I do
feel that the concert was a poorly
organized event, and entailed
responsibilities
beyond
the
capabilities of the board. At the
same time, those people who were
involved with the show did a damn
good job, and deserved alot more
recognition for their efforts than
the Tripod chose to "grant." As for
the article, it was an interesting
topic to bring up, and does merit
some discussion. What I find very
annoying is the way that the
concert was presented as some sort
of Watergate conspiracy with
shady misdealings, and all.that. In
the future I would appreciate it if
the reporters would leave all the
cloak and dagger games to the
Hardy Boys, and the Washington
Post. Again, for my own failings
please forgive me, and understand
that it will never happen again I
,
Sincerely,.
John W. Chandler, Jr.!
Co-Chairman, SGPB

...and Another
To the Trinity Community:
As members of the SGPB, we
feel obligated to the Trinity
community to comment on the
article which appeared in last
week's Tripod concerning the Pure
Prairie League concert held last
spring. We do not deny, that record
keeping was anything but
inadequate. Rather, we must clear
up certain aspects of this concert
so as not to leave the reader misled
in any way.
Originally, this concert was to
be- held in the Field House.
Assuming a" sell-out of approximately 2500-2700 tickets, the
SGPB expected, at the least, a
break-even situation. A successful
concert would have set a precedent
for future concerts, perhaps one
per year. Granted, it was an immense undertaking. However, we
were disappointed with Charlie
McCarthy and his co-workers for
their lack of cooperation in dealing
with the band when it came to
working out some of the contract
requirements. A major talent
agency, Variety Artists in this case,
sends out the same contract for
every show, whether It be at a small
college or at Madison Square
Garden. The point to be made here
is that certain contract stipulations
could have easily been negotiated
so as to lessen the burden on the
SGPB and on the Student Service
workers.
-The SGPB. recently received a
contract, very much like the one
last spring, for our Club 'T' on
November 18. There was no way
that the show could have gone on
in the Washington Room given the
extent
of
the
contract
requirements. So, a compromise
was worked out with the band, Jan
Hammer, and the contract was
legally changed in a matter of 24
hours. So, without a doubt, some
burden and expense could have
been lessened last spring if an
attempt had been made.
The original concert was
cancelled after the Pure Prairie
League contract had been signed,
i.e. Trinity was legally bound to the
payment whether the show went on
or not. At an SGA meeting, where
the Administration was to explain
to the SGPB and the SGA exactly
why the concert was cancelled, it
was implied, and then, after much
discussion, stated that the decision
involved a value judgment whereby
the school did not want to risk the
safety of Trinity students in the

Field House with 1500-1700 outsiders (non-students). The SGPB
obviously could not argue with that
statement because there were no
facts or figures to dispute. It was an
administrtive decision that we had
to accept.
With a law suit certain to follow
if we didn't pay up, the administration advised the SGPB that
it would be in the best interests of
the college to go ahead with the
concert, limiting the show to
Trinity students only, in Unit A.
The potentially harmful but profit
yielding segment was thus
eliminated and a deficit was
unavoidable. So, the show went on
because it seemed better to incure
a deficit in this manner than to
incur the same deficit in a lawsuit.
After careful review of concert
expenses, revenues, and other uses
of the ticket money, such as $400
paid out to a band for the Spring
Weekend dance, we cannot
conclude that any money is
missing. Also, we do not believe
that implications of misdealings are
justified. We do admit that record
keeping and coordination, to an
extent, were poor. Measures have
been taken to rectify the situation,
and an accurate bookkeeping
system will be installed so that this
type of confusion will not occur
again in the future. In conclusion,
we urge stronger cooperation and
communication among all factions
of the college in order to avoid
anymore damaging stories or
controversies involving not just the
SGPBt but any organization.
Sincerely,
Michael J, Siraco '80
Co-Chairman SGPB
Richard Bangs '80
SpecialActivities Chairman

Steering Board
An Open Letter to the Student
Body;
The alleged discrepancies
surrounding last year's Spring
Concert were the direct result of
poor managment. Inadequate
records and improper control of
cash flow created confusion over
the actual series of circumstances.
We hope that the Student Body
realizes that the concert problem
was the product of the lack of
coordination in the efforts of the
previous administrtions. In order
to prevent the reoccurrence of
similar Situations, the SGA is
initiating
the
following
management guidelines:
1. The instituation of a Cash
ledger for all student expenditures.
2. Total ticket operations will
be controlled through the Student
Government Budget Committee.
3. All monetary transactions
will require double authorization.
4. The procedures of all Student
Government Committees will
come
under
the
direct
scrutinization of the Student
Government Association Steering
Board.
It is our final hope that
problems of last year's concert will
not be held against this year's
Student Government Planning
, Board Administration.
Sincerely,
The Student Government
Association
Steering
Board

Deke Thanks
To the Editor:
It is pleasing to know that
support for the DKE house is
perpetuated by the Trinity com-

munity, specifically the fraternities
AD and Crow. They both
organized fund raising parties last
Saturday night to help us lessen our
tax debt. The sisters and brothers
of Delta Kappa Epsilon would like
to express our warmest thanks for
their concern and extended efforts
and support. Thanks are also in
order for all of those who attended
and radiated spirit throughout the
night.
More progress toward saving
the DKE house has been made this
past week. A meeting between four
members of DKE and the
Abatement Committee of Hartford
occurred on Wednesday, and it was
decided that our debt would be
decreased by the amount of interest accrued by our back taxes.
Thus our debt has been reduced by
$3,000.
With the positive attitudes arid
actions of the Trinity community in
our favor, Delta Kappa Epsilon will
survive. Again, our deepest thanks
to all of those concerned for all of
your help.
Sincerely,
The Brothers and Sisters of Delta
Kappa Epsilon

Foreign Plea
An Open Letter to the Faculty &
Administration:
On behalf of the Trinity International Club, we would like to
make the faculty and ad-~?
ministration aware of the difficulties foreign students face when
trying to get home for thevacations.
We must make our plane
reservations at least three months
in advance, and even then, we
encounter some problems in
getting the desired flight. In order
to buy our tickets, we must have a
tentative idea of what our schedule
will be three or four months prior
to that date. We acknowledge the
fact that the Administration has
been helpful so far by sendmg out
exam schedules at registration, but
often the student may change the"
courses he had signed up for
originally; the schedule itself has
been subject to change, or the
student is a freshman, and
therefore, did not receive a
schedule. Consequently, this exam
schedule is not a very reliable
source for the foreign student.
In addition, the students who
have to make last minute cancellations and new reservations are
losing time with their families and
probably, spending more money on
the tickets because they must take
a round-about route rather than a
direct flight.
Presently,,there are two foreign
students whose exam schedules
conflict with the plane reservations
they made three months ago. Both
of them will just barely make it
home in time to celebrate
Christmas with their families as
they are getting ihere late on the
' 24th.
Do you not think that the
faculty and administration should
make some exceptions to the rules
and allow these students, who see
their families at most twice a year,
to take their exams at an earlier
date if there is any conflict with
their plane reservations? We
appreciate all your consideration.
Sincerely,
Trinity International Club

Tripod Needs
Help
To. the Editor:
After reading Mr. Grevstad's
latest installment, I feel compelled
to express my diL;/leasure. His

parched article, replete with
banalities, was truly a waste of
time. Can't the Tripod find
someone more qualified?
The yak is clearly a utensil. Is
he a pulley? Is he a shovel? No, he
is a wedge, the simplest of all tools!
It seems, however, that Tripod
readers must be continually subject
to the senseless utterances of this
transom-head.
It is my belief that within the
prestigious halls of Trinity College
there must exist a copacetic individual who could replace this
appendage named Grevstad. We
don't need this human member!
Sincerely,
Names Witheld
The Editor replies:
A letter carries far more weight when
signed with the author's real name. It is often
difficult to take seriously a letter like this in
which the author requests that we do not
disclose his real name.
Furthermore, it is obvious that the writer
of this letter hasn't been reading Tripod
carefully. If he had been, he would know that
we have been requesting contributors all
semester. His/her attention Is directed to the
editorials in the issues of October 10 and
November 14, as well as our invitations to all
those interested in getting involved with the
paper in the issues of September 12 and 19. If
the writer read the Tripod more carefully,
perhaps he/she would discover that the
elusive "copacetic individual" might be
him/herself the writer of letters like this.

all I can say is that I am happy to
hear that there is one less pair of
clogs on campus (assuming of
course that the guilty party is not a
member of this institution of higher
learning). To Mrs. Steier "some
scoundrel has left her (the victim)
without means of creating the
familiar clik clack which so happily
follows Trinity students as they
march off to class." For myself,
however, the thief can be almost
viewed as a saint. Living as I do
with only a very thin "wall
separating my bed from a stairwell,
I know all too well the noise that
such shoes make. I am unable to
recollect the countless times when
I have awakened by something
which sounds more Eke the charge
of the Light Brigade as opposed to
some students on their way to
breakfast. Thus I look forward with
glee to the approaching winter
hoping at least some people will
switch to proper New England
winter footwear (with nice soft
soles rather than petrified wood),
I do not want anyone to think
that I, by any means, endorse
thievery but if I don't get some
sleep soon, I will not be responsible
for my actions.

More on Clogs
Sincerely yours,
Name Withheld

To the Editor:
Having just read the letters in
the most recent issue of the Tripod,

/HPoetry
Untitled
'Twas the night before Christmas
AH was calm in the dorm
'till some rowdy kid
Pulled a tire alarm

Kids cried, "All is lost"
Others wimpered and fell
Then one girl yelled, "Shhh"
"Do I hear a...bell?"

Some students then jumped
from their beds, warm and snug
They gave up their sleep
Others beer and their drugs

But it wasn't the firemen
Was this someones foul trick?
No, by golly, it wasn't
It was good old Saint Nickl!
Far off in the distance
The deer's sleigh bells rang
And when Kris saw the fire
To the rescue he sprang

They raced down the stairways
And dashed through the halls
Some stumbled and fell
Cracked their heads on the walls
after all this confusion
It's surprising, I know
Almost 90%
Arrived outside, in the snow
Outside they all gathered
Together, so near
In the midst of a blizzard
The worst in twelve years!
If they'd time to dress
This might have been nice
But without coats or mittens
They were colder than ice
Their breath rose like columns
Of smoke through the air
Some sniffled and sneezed
'Cause their tootsies were bare
They were getting quite tired
Of this whole frosty deal
When someone looked up and
The fire was real!
Their eyes glared with panic
They just couldn't believe
And as the flames heightened
The more they did grieve
They prayed for the Fire Chief
His engine and crew
But they knew with this blizzard
They'd tiever get through

"Now Dasher and Dancer"
' 'Bring your water and ax''
"Hurry Pranceryou dumbbell!"
The whip sounded three cracks
They dashed to the rooftop
Were working so quick
That in no time at all
That huge fire was licked
Then the deer all came out
And then Santa himself
They'd done a great job
For eight deer and an elf
The crowd yelled, "Yea Santa"
'' Hurray for Saint Nick''
"As a token of thanks"
Let us make you a drink"
f

And when Santa got drunk
He was funny to see
His hearty Ho Ho's
Turned to silly He He's
Then he mounted his sled
Skje's were turning light grey
"I've got ten more slops"
"Before it breaks day''
And he left us with this
As he shot out of signt
"Merry Christmas to all, BURP"
"And to all a good night."
David Howe'82
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The Adventure of the Eighth Story
Cont. from P. 6
"Excuse me," came a voice
from behind us. Cones and 1
automatically moved aside as a
woman went past us into the room,
pushing a large filing cabinet on a
hand. _ truck. "What was that?"
Cones pounced, moving as if to
follow her in. Mary Ardie blocked
the door.
"Recipes," she replied. "We're
going off the meal plan." Cones
stared at her, she returning his
glare with calmness. At last my
friend spun on his heel and headed
.back for the elevator.
"Very well, Miss Ardie. You're
Hot the party we're looking for." He
paused. "But you'd better not be up
to one of your evil schemes!"
"" "Right!" I said. "You know
Sherbert Cones has no small
reputation as a detective on this
campus!"
"Indeed, no reputation at all."
Mary Ardie smiled coldly. "Good
night, gentlemen." She shut the
door.
We rode down in the elevator.
"What do you think,Cones?"
"I'm not sure, Wheaton. Mary
Ardie has moved from her single in
Smith to the top floor of High
Rise." He frowned. "Before this, I'd
never known her to 'be above
anything,"
"Will you investigate?"
"Yes,Wheaton, I will," Sherbert
Cones declared. "Tomorrow Til
watch High Rise like a fox." Cones
smiled. "There's another story here
than just these eight."
I did not see Cones for most of
Sunday, spending my time instead
studying for a chemistry final. I
supposed him to have made good
his intent to observe High Rise for
anything "'suspicious. Towards
evening, my guess proved correct
as Cones, wearing a painter's
smock and beret and carrying a
palette, bounded into our room.
"Have you been to High Rise?"
I asked.
"I have watched there since this
morning," he said, "In order not to
appear suspicious, I set up an easel
and pad and arrayed myself in the
guise of an artist."
"An ingenious plan!" I complimented him.
He waved a hand airlily.
"Unfortunately, that got me more
attention than the other should
have: what artist would paint • a
landscape of High Rise? Anyway, I
was right—Mary Ardie and her
agents have been in and out of
there all day. It looks like they've
taken over the entire eighth floor."
"But what about the inhabitants, Cones?"
"All
moved
elsewhere,
Wheaton, though how she got them
out of .their rooms is a mystery to
me." He pulled ^off his beret in

thought. "Of course, there was the
time the football players came over
and said we were sitting at their
table in the Pub, but Mary doesn't
operate that way."
"The whole floor? It would
sound like she was planning to
open an office."
"Could be, Wheaton, though I
must admit I can see no reason."
Cones pulled on his overcoat. "I
want to pay another visit to the
eighth floor, Wheaton. Will you
come?"
I put down my book resignedly.
"Very well, Cones. Although I
should study my chemistry if I am
to make the grade—"
"Grades!" Sherbert Cones
sprang to face me. "Grades!,
Wheaton! You've hit it!"
"I have?" I asked/puzzled.
"Yes—her most fiendish plot
yet!" Cones picked up the phone
and dialed Security, muttering
something unintelligible to them.
"You'll meet us there? Good!" He
hung up and turned to me. "The
game is afoot, Wheaton! Hurry!"
I caught up with him on. the
stairs. "But what's this talk of
grades, Cones?" I asked.
"It's Mary Ardie, Wheaton. She
has infiltrated the entire college!"
I had never seen Cones so
excited. "What do you mean?"
"Don't you see?" Cones said,
running towards Vernon Street, "In
our last case, she proved that she
could change the master calendar
schedule. Now she has rearranged
all the housing assignments,
transferring herself into High Rise.
What next for her but to start
raising or lowering people's grades?
The result to Trinity would be utter
chaos."
"But Mary Ardie is the most
brilliant mastermind at Trinity!
Surely she would not have to raise
her own grades."
"No, she does passing well
hesself," Cones admitted. "But can
you see her—for a fee, let's s a y offering to raise any student's
grade average on request?" He
turned to me with a wicked smile.
"Could you see her opening an
v
office for it?"
"Cones! A Trinity degree would
be useless!"
"Exactly, my dear Wheaton.
Unless we catch her, now!" He
stopped and pulled at a side door of
the High Rise dorm.
"We're locked out, Cones!" I
cried.
"Yes. Mary Ardie's overlooked
a key point," Cones said, pulling a
master key from his pocket. "I got
this from Security as a reward for a
case last spring,'" he said. "Let's

Announcements
Non-Traditional Women

Volunteers Needed

On Monday, December 11 at
7:30p.m., a program entitled
"Women in Non-Traditional
Professions" will be sponsored by
the Career Counseling Office and
the Women's Center. The program
will be held in Wean Lounge and
will feature a woman architect,
actuary, news broadcaster, and
physician.

The Greater Hartford Association
for Retarded Citizens, Inc.,
(HARC) a United Way Agency, is
seeking volunteers (no experience
needed) for its Citizen Advocacy
Program.

CCO Workshop
On Tuesday, December 12, the
Career Counseling office will
"Resume and Cover
.workshop'. It will
nge aad all are

The
Citizen Advocacy
Program provides volunters with a
direct and positive opportunity to
help t another person. By sharing
two hours of your time each week
you can help your protege learn
new skills, gain confidence in
him/ herslef, or simply experience
a rich and rewarding friendship
with another person. For more
information, contact HARC at 52459%.

hurry in!" In a moment we had
gotten into the lobby, where Cones
stood pushing at the elevator
button. "The elevator's out of
commission," he said.
"You can't expect Mary Ardie
to give us a lift," I pointed out.
"No, we can't," my friend said,
opening the stairwell door and
looking at the shaft above. "She's
up to something.and we'll have to
take steps to prevent her." Cones
began to run upstairs. "This will
make an interesting case for your
files," he added.
"A stair case, probably," I
puffed. "There are 130 steps,
Cones!"
I was dizzy and out of breath by
the time I reached the eighth floor
landing. Cones was already trying
his master key in the door lock, but
to no avail.
"Another lock, Cones?" I cried.
"This must be our locky day,"
my friend said. "Mary Ardie has
fixed this one so the master key
won't fit it." He turned to me. "Do
you have a credit card?"
A minute later, after bending
my ID card into a crumpled scrap,
Cones swung open the door and we
stepped into the hallway. "Come
on!" he cried, and we burst into the
room of Mary Ardie's gang.
There was nothing there.
- The books, filing cabinets, and
papers were gone. The posters
were torn from the walls. The desks
had been emptied and bureaus left
open. In the roomwhere we had
met Mary Ardie, there was nothing
left in the closet but a few pairs of
shoes and some lingerie.

"It looks like she's given us the
slip," I said, poking through the
deserted clothing.
"This was an emergency
retreat," Sherbert Cones said. "She
must have heard we were coming
and—"
"I seem to be a failure as a
locksmith," Mary Ardie said from
behind us, here eyes looking at my
friend with fierce hatred. "You got
in past my locks."
"Watch her, Wheaton. She
could still make a bolt for the
door," Cones whispered. He turned
to Mary Ardie. "You can't escape,
Miss Ardie. We know your plan,
and Security will have this place
blanketed by now."
"Cones has found you out!" I
told her. "Your scheme to change
grades is defeated!"
"Grades?" Mary Ardie said,
here eyes still fixed on my companion. "There's a lot more to it
than changing your grades,
Sherbert." She glanced at me
strangely. "Goodbye, Wheaton."
Then she turned and ran down
the hall, jumping into the elevator
which opened as she approached it.
With a cry, my friend sprang after
her, catching the elevator and
hurling himself through the doors
just as they moved shut, where
Mary^Ardie faced him, her lips
turned in a triumpahnt snarl. I
never saw either of them again.
A two hour search of High Rise
and the grounds by Security
personnel turned up no sign of
Cones, Mary, or her agents. I
walked slowly back to 410-A and let

myself in. A stocky, mustached
youth was sitting on the sofa.
For a moment hope rose within
me. "Cones!" I cried. "It is you!"
"Er, hello." the man said. "Are
you Wheaton?"
"That disguise doesn't fool me,
Cones," I cried, wrestling the man
to the floor and tugging at bis
mustache. "How did you escape?
Where is Mary Ardie?"
"Hey! What? Hey!" shouted the
newcomer. "I'm your roommate! I
was transferred here by the housing
office!"
I let him fall to the floor and
stared in horror. In the next
moment, I jumped to my feet and
ran for Williams Memorial.
Mary Ardie had been right.
There was no record of Sherbert
Cones in the financial office,'the
housing office, at Saga, or in the
infirmary. The front desk did not
have him in the directory. And, in
the registrar's office, I found the
sign of her final triumph: Cones
had been tranferred to Mount
Holyoke College.
Of the rest there is little to tell.
That the person who had never
been able to beat him in a year of
confrontation had removed Cones
with her own disappearance from
Trinity was all I have been able to
find; and, while Mary Ardie and
her schemes will never threaten
these ground agains, the reader
may only guess as to whether it was
worth the loss of him whom I must
remember as the best and brightest
man whom I have ever known.

College Activists Wanted
College Activists Wanted. Do yon need vacation employment, full time or part time work where yon
can expand your consumer and environmental background and get apld at the same time? Connecticut
Citizen Action Group is fairing college activists to work in its community outreach program. Hrs. 2-10
pm. For interview call Karen 527-9231. E.O.E.
>

Make The Move To Legion Package!
For The Lowest Prices available anywhere
on Beer, Wines, and hard Liquor,
for the holidays
during December
we will befeaturing wine
and liquor gift boxes
from as low as $5.00 to $50.00.
o

:

Easy Budget Terms Arranged

An excellent gift idea for the person
who has everything!
Just a 5 minute walk will

SO Why Wait!

make all the difference to you.
TRINITY COU-EGE

•

»0-9! VERNON ST.

Join The the Legion!!
Legion Package Store
297 Washington St.,
Hartford, Ct:
next to Pizza Plus

247-5639
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Theatre Review

Hedda Gabler-A Minor Miracle

/John Thompson, [standing], Kathy Dorsey, [seated; left], and
Sharon LangUin [seated right] in a scene from the last weekend's
production of "Hedda Gabler."
photo by Suwathin Phiansuthon

NTI to Perform

By Barbara I. Selmo

When Professor Roger Shoemaker
of the Theatre Arts Department
was asked to comment on the NTI's
performances, he called them
"slick" and filled with "theatrical
energy/' Duly proud of Trinity's
fine
theatrical
facilities,
Shoemaker was very enthusiastic
about the NTI's performance. He
said that the shows always reflect
the attitudes of the people who
have worked together in the
theatre experience. Their likes and
dislikes, strong and weak points
become a part of every show.
The director, musical arranger
and choreographer of the show are
all respected, multi-talented
people. Jim Engelhardt, director,
has done much -work all across the
country, and currently has one of
his plays being produced in Los
Angeles. Nancy Neubauer, who
arranged and directed the music,
has also workedin her field extensively. Tom Briggs, choreographer, has recently completed
two seasons, with the American
Conservatory Theatre in San
Francisco.
As an added attraction to
anyone with hesitations , about
coming to tonight's performance,
two of Trinity's students, Lynn
Kenney and Joseph Bierman, will
be part of the show. The opportunity to watch a show run by
students, including students from
our own campus, is not to be
missed.

The National Theatre Institute
will be featured tonight at the
Austin Arts Center. Performing a
new musical revue entitled "FullTime Pastime," the NTI will be
continuing its tradition of first rate
performances by talented young
people.
All the students involved in
tonight's performance are those
who elected to study in the nine
week program of theatre, instruction at the Eugene O'Neill
Memorial Theatre Center in
Waterford, Connecticut. All types
of people become involved, from
theatre majors to the occasional
ticket seller. This program is a rare
opportunity to immerse oneself in
all aspects of the theatre. In the
classes offered, students work
closely with professionals of all
theatre fields. The students handle
all parts of their touring show,
affording them the excellent oppo.rtunity to use their newly
acquired knowledge. Besides being
an invaluable experience, the
students can earn credits from this
program, granted through Connecticut College, and applicable to
their graduation.
Their ensemble production this
year, at the Goodwin Theatre
tonight, 8:00p.m., is called
"Fulltime Pastimes," another
program reflecting their repertoire
of original/ professional material,

WRTC Plays Albums
WRTC will play the following albums in their entirety at 4:00
.

P.M.

1

•

•

' •

••"':

••

'

'.

Tuesday, December 12: Blues Brothers "Briefcase Full of Blues"
Wednesday, December 13: Kansas "Two for the Show" (first
record)
Thursday, December 14: Kansas "Two for the Show" (second
record)
Friday, December 15: Cheap Trick or Spirit "Live"
Monday, December 18: Sad Cafe "Misplaced Ideals"

the interpretations adopted by the
actors and the director, there were
By Paul Christensen
strong positive choices being made,
and that is the first step toward
Hedda Gabler, done by the great theatre.
Theatre Arts Department in the
Ms. Laughlin is the professional
Goodwin Theatre this weekend, actress who has been in residence
was nothing short of a minor for the past few weeks. She
miracle. Although neither a provided an igniting spark on stage
definitive production, which without which this production
actually would have been im- would .have been somewhat
possible with so complex a play, inadequate for its task. After her
nor a radically experimental or first appearance the energy and
exploratory endeavor; what the concentration of the other actors
audience saw was a good solid noticeably increased. It should be
effort that made the script work. comforting to know that Sharon
The challenge of doing a full-scale Laughlin is in no way as curiously
period show is not an easy one to and intensely vicious as when she
meet, but all departments did an plays Hedda Gabler. Her master
admirable job. Anyone who saw classes in acting have been conthe play certainly came away with ducted with charm and an earnest
an interesting new perspective on good nature that has brightened
life in the late nineteenth century. the theatre department. This exFrom the technical end, the periment with an artist-in-residence
very short period of time to lias been a successful one which, if
prepare this show must have taken kept special by its relatively rare
its toll on people. But the actors did occurrence, should be repeated
their reserach. They trained their (After all, we don't want to become
bodies into Victorian postures. a miniature version of Yale
They all studied and, for the most Repertory Theatre where the
part, were well aware of the professionals have more attention
iceberg-like subtext of the play. than the students).
The set effectively sculpted a
In terms of basic comnineteenth century villa. Inside of munication the production was
its pOnderpus frame were many very efficient. Bits of information
intriguing details from a lifestyle of about situation and character were
a foreign place and time. The revealed by the acting in a symedstumes were well-researched, biotic way with the text, Great
well though out, and well fitted. curiosity was enticed by such
They were the most dynamic that I things as the startling contrast
have seen in any of the productions between the quiet cmestic conthat have been done in the three verstaion of Aunt Julia and Berta
years that I have attended Trinity. the maid, and the mysteriously
All of those involved surely deseTve
devilish appearance of Hedda. I'm
something that they haven't seen not exactly sure how, but subfor a while—a good night's sleep. textual exposition, information
Except for
a few
in- such as Hedda's past involvement
consistencies, mistakes, and im- with Lovborg, was understood by
plausibilities in some detailed the audience with surprising
matters, this was a clean rapidity*
•
production of Hedda. The
A naturalistic style was
director, Roger Shoemaker, staged correctly avoided. Ibsen was a
his actors so that their movements poetic realist, which is to say, that
were rarely nebulous or un- his dialogue is not something one
motivated. Led by Sharon Laughlin could have gotten by transcribing a
in the title role, the cast made candid recording of Victorian
every moment on stage .count for parlor conversation. When the
something. Ms. Laughlin knew why production moved toward that
every word was uttered and she absolute verisimilitude it was less
made sense out of passages by effective. Neither was it effective
which I had always been confused. when it became stilted or
Whether or not one agreed with mechanical, though. It was best

when the image of the people on
stage was a direct poetic projection
of the drama between those
characters.
Unfortunately there was a
minor tendency
toward a
presentationally frontal style of
acting, expecially in some of the
student actors, but also in Mr.
Shoemaker's overall staging. This is
best shown by the fact that,
although the stage was extended
out toward the audience and seats
were placed on the side of this
apron, anyone who sat on the side
moved after intermission. They
were missing too much. Actors love
to be close to an audience but the
audience must want to get close to
and wrap around the actors for
this type of stage setting to work.
Their view must not be severely
blocked, as it was, and every now
and then a moment must be played
toward them.
There is no denying that there
was a difference in the stage
presence of the Trinity actors and
Ms. Laughlin, but I think that more
noticeable than the gap in stature
was the improvement each actor
made when playing off of her. They
must have been learning somethng
because they were definitely inspired by her ability.
Among the student cast,
Michael Countryman, as Judge
Brack, was quite impressive. His
calm, controlled, upright bearing
carried off a character of. very
subtle cunning that properly placed
him in the same intellectual league
with Hedda. It is interesting to note
that there was a good deal of
sympathetic laughter when the
cleverer characters outwitted the
more naive ones. The reaction
became an almost stunned awe,
• though, when it became, clear that
the stakes of a particular joke were
life itself.
Alsoi in Hedda's league is the
character Eilert Lovborg, Hedda's
old flame. Here Ian MacNeil
presented an exceedingly cerebral
version of the character. He had a
precise reaction to everything.
Many of the reations did seem a
little inconsistent. It was hard to
believe that Eilert could be henpecked by Thea or that he would
Cont. on P. 10

Bach's Lunch Brief but Plausible
By Sarah Jane Nelson
The Bach's lunch series was
continued on Friday afternoon in
the chapel, when John. Rose
performed various organ works by
J. S. Bach. The selection consisted
of two Chorale preludes for Advent: "Wachet Auf, Ruft Uns Die
Stimme" (Sleepers Awake) and
"Nun Komm, der Heiland" (Come
Savior of the Nations), this being
probably the less well-known of the
two. He concluded the program
with the Toccatta and Fugue in D-v
minor.
Mr. Rose explained prior to the
performance that these contrasting
selections show off two different
sides of Bach's personality, this
contrast contributing to the versality of his talent as a composer.
He said that the fugue is of a "free
secular style, written to utilize the
spaciousness of the organ and its
individual stops." The hymn
developed for hundreds of years,
from the chant, and is obviously
religious. The hymns, he explained,
were not sung in the abbreviated
style often used today but, under
the tutelage of Bach, would be sung

up to fifteen or twenty verses.
A Chorale Prelude, consisting
of at least one clear statement of
the melody idea (followed by
varying ornamentations) was
dubbed as a 'prelude" due to the
fact that in the Baroque era it
would be played on organ,
generally prior to the singing of the
church choir. The chorale prelude
"WachetAuf, Ruft Uns" suffered
from a potential lack of
cohesiveness. Although this impression may be derived fromthe
polyphony of voices, its general
atmosphere was lacking hi a
wanted unity.
The second Chorale prelude,
"Nun Komm, der Heiland," was
very dark in' atmosphere, and
magnificently solid; consisting of
various muted tones. The bass was
accentuated by a nasal voice. The
particular use of the pedals in this
piece made it ironic in mood.
The Toccatta and Fugue in D
minor was the most intereting of
the pieces played, One is captured
by the intensity of the Toccatta
statement. The cadence was
particularly expressive, as were all

of the silences in this piece. The
thunderous build-up of the larger
voices was marvelous in contrast to
the ligher, less chordal voices. One
of the most enjoyable moments in
the piece was the glassy decending
sequence of voices where they
echo or imitate each another,
answering back and forth between
more muted voices and more
outspoken ones. The piece was full
of the feeling of striving. The
dalliance of small voices around a
sustained tone, was a contributing
factor to this. The performance of
this piece was an exciting one, and
was truly the substance of the
lunch concert.
For further inspiration, this
reviewer took home a -Bach's
Lunch (for the full experiencing of
thes event) and, being somewhat of
an ascetic, thoroughly enjoyed the
roastbeef
sandwich without
mayonnaise. If the musical lunch
eater is skilled in tuning his or her
taste buds into oblivion, I am sure
he (or she) greatly enjoyed the ham
and cheese. Suffice it to say, only
extreme hunger pangs made me eat
the peanut butter cookies. But,
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Long Wharf Production Glows
breathes into her is infectious. For
sexual elicits the
remark that all of the actors possess.
The atmosphere is not the only a while joy enters the lives of Amy,
"DIISGUSTINGH" which echoes
Being rather misanthropic, I throughout the play. But Amy remarkable accomplishment. We "~Stan, Gwyneth, and her brother
tend to be on the lonely side (i.e. I gradually realizes that while these are shown the most unusual love Huw.
But gradually the new routine
don't have many friends), but I've people have "no shame," there is affair that I have ever seen. To say
recently found that there is ft-good no good reason for them, or her, to more would reveal the secret that of letters every Thursday pales.
deal of love left in the world. I be ashamed of doing something the play has to offer. Suffice it to Any desperatly does not want to go
found some of this love in a new about their loneliness. She decides say that under her pseudonym, back to when she ,was ugly. The
Blodwyn Pugh, Amy finds a love, of ii necessity, transfers, to
play at Long Wharf Theater in New to place an ad in the paper.
Stan and Gwyneth. Amy makes a
The play begins with a fourth- correspondent. The life that it
Haven. The play is called 1 Sent A
Letter to My Love and is written, wall atmosphere in which the
exceedingly well, by the Welsh audience objectively watches what
author Bernice Rubens. The the characters do but, by the time
actors, with the gentle aid of all of Amy decides to seek a lover of
the production staff, befriend the some kind, the audience has been
audience in a comfortable way that captured and brought into this
I have never seen before. Their house in Porthcawl, Wales. We
By Ion Zonderman
but authenticity to the voice of the
drama quietly points out some have come to care about what
things that we often don't happens to these people about
Very little good literature ha"s narrator, a member of the trible.
whom we know surprisingly little as been written about Native
remember to think about.
The narrative weaves and flows
We begin with routines: old, yet. The dialogue has been very Americans. Mostly, our conception with a quality that no white writer
sterile, ugly routines. A sister, Amy honest and believable, and it has __pf the "Red Man" is as a heathen can imitate. The fact that the book
Evans, takes care of her wheelchair also been subltly poetic. Perhaps bearing down upon the wagon is written as if it were oral
ridden brother, Stan. She has done this is merely the Welsh-ness of the train with the express intent of storytelling also tends to cut short
it practically forever. Now they are word choice, but it produces a very killing off another batch of settlers. Mr. Carter's brief interludes of
old. They are entering what attractive sound, a sound apNot until the New Left polemic.
Shakespeare
calls
second parently well cultivated by the revisionist historians of the 1960's , Mr. Carter is also able to
childhood. The brother was the actors and the dialect coach. The did the historical record of Native muster much sympathy for a few of
golden haired boy of the family, the calm, domestic humor and the Americans change. Now, Forrest the white characters in his book,
sister was.the servant. The dieams understated poetic motifs make Carter is putting that record into expecially the Army personnel who
tried to understand and live in
of first childhood have never come what the characters have to say the form of novels.
true and now there is only a harsh easy to listen to and appealing.
To an extent, all novels are peace with the Natives.
life as the brother creeps toward
High praise must be heaped on historical. But novels about periods
Indeed, this is a book about
this
production, the director, of history which change the usual what could have been, if it weren't
death. There spinster neighbor,
Gwyneth, visits every morning with ArvinBrown, and his cast have conception of that period are for white greed. And it is a book
"a loaf of fresh'baked bread." The recognized and brought out one of especially difficult to judge, and about a hero, a man who, even
phrases and the events of their lives the major strengths of the script: its are many times merly written off as after his surrender to white
intimacy with the audience. The half-baked history 'and w.ild authorities, never surrendered his.
are the same each day.
soul or his dream of an Apache
Against this life there runs a ease with which especially speculation.
strong undertone of dissatisfaction. Geraldine Fitzgerald as Amy but
Well, Mr. Carter should not be nation able to live free.
The characters in this play hunger also ^William Swetland as Stan accused of either. He has entered
Mr. Carter weaves a strong
tor love. They read the personals make the transition into their into the psyche of the Native story line between the "present"
:o\unm ia the newspaper -with discussions with the audience is American of the late 19th century story and the historical past. As the
ironically humorous avidity. To indicative of the control, of the in a very special way.
book opens, Geronimo 'is being
Gwyneth, anything even vaguely depth, of that rare quality charm,
Carter had decided to tell the freed by the Army in a effort to get
story of Geronimo, from the point him to help quell feeling on the
of view of his followers and fellow reservation which is running high,
tribesmen. Carter is himself a and to get the tribe to settle and,
Native American, and is a true come to the Army outpost for their
edited by Sarah Jane Nelson
storyteller. Indeed, he is Storyteller monthly ration of food. Instead,
in Council to the Cherokee Geronimo leads his people towards
the Sierra Madre, to hiding. The
Nations. ,
Trinity Students may sign up today, December 12, 1-4 p.m. at
This natural- ability combined army follows, and Geronimo and a
the Austin Arts Center Box Office for a limited number of free
with a cultural storytelling style is few warriors try to divert them
tickets for the King Tut show in New York. Students must present a
possibly the most important aspect while the women and children get
current ID card, and sign up in person to see the exhibition either
of the book's v success. Unlike to the mountains.
Saturday, February 3, at 10:30 a.m. or Saturday, March 3, at 10:30
Douglas Jones (Courtmarshall of
At this point the narrative shifts,
p.m. Bus transportation at about $5.00 will be arranged, leaving the
General Custer, Arrest Sitting to a history of the effprts of the
College at 7 a.m. and returning same afternoon, 6 p.m.
Bull) who is white, Carter is able to Apaches to stay free of the
Tickets are available for students only.
tell his story as if he is speaking. reservation, of numerous attempts
CONCERT CHOIR AUDITIONS
This particularly Native narrative to get the women and children to
Auditions for second semester membership in Concert Choir will
quality adds not only coherence the mountains and to fi^ht the
be held Wednesday and Thursday, December 13 and 14 and 1:00 to
4:00 in Austin Arts Center room 101. Students may sign up for
an audition time outside room 101. Concert Choir may be taken for
one half graded course credit. The spring repertoire will culminate
in aperfotmance of Beethoven's Ninth ("Choral") Symphony.
very awkward situations.
cont. from page 9
George
( John Thompson, as
The concerts will be held in the
resort to petty sarcasm with Hedda.
State Capitol's Hall of Flags at
I've always seen the character as a Tesman, Hedda's husband, did a
Hartford,
Conn.
Trinity 2:00p.m. on the Sunday afternoons
little more like Blake, or Byron, or thorough job of characterization
College will host the Eugene of January 7, March 11 and April 1.
Wilde, that is to say, a little more down to personal habits. Perhaps
CNeill Theatre Center's National
emotional and physical. But Tesman should be a bit more
Theatre Institute in performance,
certainly after the decision to boring than bumbling, but in either
Tuesday, December 12, at 8p.m.
commit suicide, Ian's Lovborg rose case he should be quite bright
A Connecticut Artists InThe company will perform a
to a nice intensity. It was an in- within the scope of academia. He
vitational Exhibit will be held at
musi be the man that Hedda
musical review, "Pastimes", at the
terpretation that expanded my
Trinity College's Austin Arts
believes she can make something
Austin Arts Center.
view of Eilert Lovborg.
Center December 1-20. The
of in the social world. And indeed,
The
next
level
down
in
the
Widener Gallery, where the art will
several times John rose out of that
characters on the scale of in- rock bed of innocence. In his
be on display, is open daily from 1telligence includes Thea Elvstead. slightly drunken condition he
She is an old acquaintance of displayed a true r admirable conThe Hartford Stage Company
Hedda's and has become Lovborg's cern for and sensitivity to Lovborg
Youth Theatre in cooperation with
The Yale Repertory Theatre will
new source of inspiration. Kathy and his lost manuscript. His anger
the Artist's Collective will present extend the run of its current
Dorsey accentuated the naivite of
"The Me Nobody Knows" for five production, "Mahogany," conat Hedda for burning the
this character. In her first scene 'manuscript, while surprising, was a
performances Dec. 14-17 at The Old ceived and directed by Keith Hack,
wi£h Hedda, where Hedda is nice dramatic moment.
Place. The show will be presented for four additional performances
quietly pumping Thea for inat 8:00p.m. with a matinee on Dec. through Dec. 16. For ticket inforAs Tesman's Aunt Julia, Janet
formation, there was a nice release
17 at 2:30p,m. at The Old Place, 65 mation call 1-436-3164.
Weakley did a difficult thing: she
of tension when the truth came out, put on about forty'years. She was a
Kinsley St., Hartford. For ticket
that she had run away from her .little puzzling to me, though, for at
reservations and information, call
husband. In this scene, and times she seemed almost detached
the box office at 527-5151.
John Riley, violincello, and
throughout the play, Dorsey and above the situation and at
Naomi Amos, piano, will present a
handily communicated
this other times she seemed the simple,
Hartford Conservatory Faculty
character's discomfort and also provincial maiden aunt that I had
Hartford's
famed
Clard- duo recital on'Saturday, Dec. 16, at
came very near the level of always imagined her to be. Overall
fl4aumn. cello-piano duo will 4p.m., in the Crystal Room of St.
»a;.series of special Joseph College, Asylum Ave.,
desperation I feel is in Thea. She though, it was a good job of
SHftefittKe restoration West Hartford. For information,
did a competent job with a 'character acting.'
of the Old St»ferkbuae Cowtwoin. call 246-2588.
character who is placed in some
At last we come to Jill Steidl,
By Paul Christensen

touching sacrifice.
The laughter stems from
sympathy with the characters. Only
a good script and good performances could produce that. We
owe thanks to Arvin Brown and
company for this- show. Whether
they know it or not, everyone
involved in this play has become a
friend of mine.

Book Review

Carter Recaptures Dignity

Aft Notes
Tut Show

army. Geronimo and the warriors
spend large amounts of time in the
field fighting, and gradually the
tribe, as well as the other Natives in
the southwest, are brought into the
reservation system. .
Intermingled in the narrative
are descriptions of various
massacres of Natives by the army
and by Mexican mercenaries
capturing slave labor for the mines.
Each massacre acts as a catalyst to
get Geronimo back into the field
for another attack against the
whites.
Throughout the book, Mr.
Carter argues that the only aim of
the Apaches was to be able to live
freely, to hunt and fish and farm
wherever they might want to. He
argues rather persuasively that the
clash of culture was most
profoundly felt over the issue of
personal property, something
which is anathema to Native
Americans.
We know who 'won'. Mt. Carter
can't change history, nor was be
trying to in the book. But he is able,
quite persuasively, to show the
reader that the real Geronimo was
not the one of the history books,
devoid of passion, heroism, and
humanity. This is a history of the
losers/written by the losers. There
is nothing patronizing about it. It
doesn't seem as if Mr. Carter is
inciting any kind of anti-white
feeling, or engaged in any rabble
rousing. I think he is merely telling,
in the best way possible, the story
of a man of pride and dignity, in the
hopes that Native Americans can
recapture some of that pride and
dignity.

Successful Gabler Produced

NT! to Perform

Art Exhibit

Hartford Stage

Yale Rep

Conservatory

OSartS-Schutdmanii

who played Berta the maid. She
presented a small part with a deal
of lively spunk that refused to allow
the character's view-to be forgotten
by the audience. Her accent was a
little difficult to place and I think
may have impeded her a little, but
it served as a nice counterpoint to
the refined speech of the other
characters.
From the design end this was a
monster of an effort/The set was
detailed enough to be Victorian,
but stylized enough to comment.
Brown draperies-hung down from'
the cornice, defining the walls, with
a weight that sympathized with the
overly traditional morality that
oppressed the characters. The
costumes were flattering when they
should have been, and a little
dowdy when that was appropriate.
The lighting painted a nic'e atmosphere wtih a sensitivity to
color, although many of the
shadows cast were disconcerting. It
was quite a feat for four weeks.
To sum up, "Bravo!" to Trinity's
Theatre Arts Department for a
difficult show well done. I'm
positive that those who saw Hedda
Gabler enjoyed it.
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More Sports
Men's Varsity Basketball Drops Four In A Row
By John Mayo
The Trinity Hoop team had a
week they would like to forget, as
they dropped four consecutive
decisions. The Bantam slate now
stands at 1-4.
Against Clark, the Trinity
hoopsters hung tough, although

opposed by a vastly superior ball
club. Twice they trailed by only
two baskets, but the final outcome
belonged to the dominating hosts.
The following Wednesday, Trin
took on Amherst, and in the
opening half, the two clubs matched baskets. At the 12 minute
mark, the Lord Jeffs pulled ahead

via some fine perimeter shooting.
However, Joe Stasyszyn, Co-Capt.
Willie Rosshirt, and John Meaney
sparked the Bantams to a 34-28
lead. With only two minutes left in
the half, Meaney's rookie error
resulted in an Amherst basket right
before the buzzer, cutting Trinity's
lead to four.
Five minutes into the second
half, Amherst went ahead, 51-46.
Trinity cut the deficit to a single
point behind two baskets and a
steal by Stasyszyn before Amherst
began to bang their offensive board
for second and third shots.This
extra effort enabled them to go up
by 8 with seven minutes to play.
Trin then went to a zone press in
hopes of getting back into the
game, but to no avail, Roger Coutu
scored Trinity's final seven points,
including a three-pointer, yet
Amherst had won, 84-71. Staz (17),
Rapp (14), and Coutu (13) led the
offensive attack.
Then came Wesleyan. After
Hartford squeaked by Central in
the opening game of the TrinUHart Tournament, the Bantams
squared off against the rival
Cardinals.
Trinity got the biggest lead of
the initial half, 14r8, as a result of

four Steve Bracken points and a
bucket by Coutu. Wesleyan came
back to take a 2049 lead five
minutes later, but with 3 seconds to
the halftime buzzer, Meaney
drilled in a foul-line jumper to give
Trin a 29-28 edge. The low scoring
first period was marked by
deliberate, set-up basketball on the
part of both teams.
Trinity built up a sizeable lead
mid-way through the second half
behind four Rapp markers and the
hard-driving work of Rosshirt.
However, from this point on, the
lid on the Trinity basket was shut
tight. Rapp suffered a minor ankle
injury, Stasyszyn and Coutu v/ere
disqualified on fouls, and the
Cardinals took the lead down the
dismal Bantam stretch.
Still, when Dave Smith dropped
in a Bantam bucket from the
corner with only 50 seconds
remaining, Trinity trailed by only
one basket. Unfortunately, the
slower Trin defense was unable to
regain the ball and the final was 5551, Wesleyan. The high scorer was
Rapp with 12 points.
In the consolation vs. Central,
Trinity trailed 40-28 at the half. The
fact that they were even that close
was due in great part to the efforts

Junior Barry Shendell was
named to the ECAC Honor Roll
last week for his 22 point heroics
in Trinity's Victory over MIT.
Shendell also reached the twentypoint plateau in Trinity's second
game (if the season vs. Clark.

By Anthony Ffcchetti
A hard-fought road win over
Clark and a team-oriented victory
at the expense of Amherst
highlighted the JV basketball
squad's last two games. The team
now breaks for the holidays with a
perfect 3-0 record.
At Clark, Trinity encountered a
slow-down, deliberate offense, and
managed but 28 points in the first
half. The Bantam
defense,
however, was just as stingy,
allowing 18 in the half and 48 in the
game, as Trin came away with a 5548 win.
Robert Craft led Trinity with 14
points, mostly on quick turnarounds inside the lane, as the
outside shooting game didn't
produce. Another inside man,
Scott Taylor, tallied 12, while'Angel
Martinez scored 8 in one half of
action.
In order to seal the victory,

Fencer's Top Concord In Opening Meet
On Saturday afternoon while
the rain and snow blanketed the
New England countryside, summer
reappeared in Unit D as the Trinity
Fencing team opened their season
with an 18-9 victory over Concord.
Leading the team to their first win
were sabre fencers Ken Crowe and
Don DeFabio with personal
records of 2-0 and foil fencers
Kevin Childress and Bill Engel with
personal records of 3-0.
Not far behind these four was
the epee squad of Peter Paulsen,

Dan Schlenoff and Mike Gould, all
of whom had records of 2-1. Finally,
John Cryan and Steve Butler each
contributed one win apiece to
Trinity's cause.
The highpoint of the match
came when the entire sabre team
stepped aside to allow the second
sabre squad composed of Bob
Doran, Dave Felber, and Ted Stick
to make their fencing debut at
Trinity College. While these three
freshman failed to win any of their
three bouts, their performance

bodes well for the future which will
see the present sabre squad
decimated by graduations over the
next two years.
The women's foil team of Janice
Wilkos, Rowena Summers, Teresa
Payne, and Marianne Miller also
faced Concord on Saturday afternoon. Unfortunately, Concord
won by a score of 13-3, Summers
and Miller combined to win two
bouts and one bout respectively.
The next match for both teams is
on January 24 at home against
Yale.

Women's Hoop Looking Up During Pre-Season
By Kate Meyers
The Trinity women's basketball
team scrambles, shoots, hustles and
takes it to the hoop. Like a freshly
cut Christmas tree, they are green
and looking good but in need of
some finishing touches.
Last Monday night, against the
strong Division II team of Eastern
Connecticut, the women lost their
second scrimmage of the season 7254. The three fifteen minute
periods
were equipped with
careless mistakes and turnovers
but occasional flashes of brilliance
shone through.
- Offensively, Trinity had trouble
setting up plays and passing to the
inside. Senior Co-Captain Sue
Levin, managed to connect for
fourteen points while classmate
Kathy Crawford pulled down seven
rebounds, often putting the ball
back up and in. Crawford contributed elevejn points in the effort,
The one-three-one defense proved .,
awesome throughout forcing
Eastern to make bad passes and
limiting their shooting to the
outside. The team's major
weakness was in getting the ball
down court against the press

initiated by Eastern in the second
and third periods. This was the
dominant factor in their defeat.
Things began looking up the
next night when the squad faced a
tall University of Hartford team.
The Bantams' shooting from the
outside and underneath was more
consistent. The offense worked
more cohesively, led by fast freshman Kathy Schlein, who caressed
nylon for fifteen points. Co-captain
Cindy Higgins displayed a valiant
effort skying for sixteen rebounds
and adding six buckets to the 70-55
triumph. Again, the defense
remained aggressive, forcing errors
and capitalizing on them. Another
strong point was the rebounding
help provided by freshman Tracy
Partridge. Cathy Anderson, Lisa
Bourget, Lu DiMaria, Bundy Lee,
and Minnie Mahoney also did well,
and it was a tremendous effort by
the entire squad that secured the
women's first victory of the season.
The team seems to get better
with every game and their coach,
Dr. Kathie Lipkovich, is proud of
the way the team is sticking
together. She adds, "I will be happy
if everyone gives one hundred and

ten percent and never lets up." One
hundrd and ten percent is alot to
ask but the tenacious spirit of the
team is evident.
With sixteen games ahead, the
women will be needing all the spirit
they can muster. They will return
to Trinity ten days early from
Christmas vacation, allowing them
more time to play together and
season their skills. Their opening
game will take place n December 18
in the Ferris Athletic Center when
they take on the Big Green of
Dartmouth. By this time Trinity's
Women's Varsity Basketball Team
will have grabbed enough polish
and practice to provide the
radiance of an effervescent shine.

Women's Equipment
Room Aide Wanted
The Athletic Department is •
looking for a woman to serve as
Women's Equipment Room
Aide during the Trinity Term
ontues.-Wed.-Thurs; 3:306:00p.m. CWS preferred. See
Mrs. Zyla, Athletic Office,
FA'C, Ext. 285.

In the tournament finals the
Cardinals of Wesleyan upset a
heavily favored UHart team 79-77.
Trinity will play four away
games over vacation, including two
in Canada. Their next home
contest is Jan. 20, vs. Coast Guard.

JV Basketball
Undefeated

Shendell ECAC
Weekly All-Star

Dave Smith [32] goes to the basket against Amherst, as Co-Captain
. Dave Whalen [21] waits to snag the possible rebound, photo by Jon Lester

of John Meaney. Meaney connected for 12 points in the stanza's
last 5 minutes. Other than Meaney
and Jim Callahan, Trinity's efforts
were weak at best, and the only
consolation was that hardly any
fans were in the building to witness
the dismal performance.
Both teams were playing
shorthanded, as Barry Shendell and
Karl Rapp were both in civilian
clothes. As a result, Coach Doyle
kept shuffling his remaining
players, but never found the right
combination. Trinity was inferior
in all facets of the game.
After Meaney scored to cut the
lead to 40-30 in the second half, the
Blue Devils salted away their
victory. Trin's highlights were
Meaney (20 pts.), Callahan, and
Bracken. The men in stripes didn't
help either, as Trin went to the free
throw line just three times as
opposed to Central's 32.

f

Trinity was forced to stave off a.
late Cougar rally, as the host
clawed back to within 3 with less
than three minutes to play. Point
guard Claude Sangiolo helped the
young Bantams regain their
composure, as the visitors silenced
the hostile crowd with two quick
buckets that boosted the lead back
up to seven and decided the
outcome.
The Bants returned home to
find a sweet-shooting Amherst
team that was content to lay back
and fire long range jumpers. The
hosts responded with some dead-> eye shooting of their own, as Tony
Pace (17 points), Martinez (16),
and Craft (13) spearheaded the offensive thrust, along with Jamal
Kantey (It). After being up by one
at the half, 38-37, the hosts pulled
away in the opening moments of
the final half, and after being up by
as many as J8, coasted to an 80-68
win.

Bantam Sports Shorts

\

Trinity Four UPI All-N.E.

•:
I:
:•
•:
•:
'•:
'.;

United Press International announced their College Division
All-New England Teams this week. Four Trinity Football players
were named to UPIs first team.
Seniors John Flynn, Mike Foye, and Joe Delano were given
starting berths as Running Back, Quarterback, and Linebacker
respectively. Junior Pat McNamara was named first team Wide
Receiver.

.:•:
•:•:
>:•
:•:•

ihfadadoresNab Intramural Volleyball Crown |
j:
The Nadadores, captained by Rob Calgi, defeated the crafty
\ Cunning Linguists, captained by Roy Childers, J5-5, 10-15, 15-8, to
•: take the Intramural Volleyball Championship.
$
The Nadadores won the Blue Division sporting a 9-1 record with
>: the only previous loss being to the Linguists, who were 10-0 in the
;} regular season and winners of the Gold Division. Uranus took third
; place whilst the Clones grafted fourth.

Intramural Hockey
Anyone interested in playing
intramural
hockey
next
seme:ster please leave ' your
name, Box K , and Phone H , in
Box 62.

P,E. Registration
P.E. Registration
for 3rd quarter
Dec. 4-Dec. 12
9a.m.-12 noon
Lobby of Ferris Center

Basketball Cheerleading
Cheerleading for Varsity Basketball has begun. Those interested in
joining the squad please call 524-0758 or leave a message in Box 682
by Wednesday, December 13.

•:•:
:•:•
$
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•:•
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Icemen Conquer Quinnipiac,Squeeze By Bentley,Now 3-1
By Nancy Lucas
A 14-4 rout of Quinnipiac on
Monday and a frighteningly close
squeaker on Thursday over Bentley
gave the Trinity Hockey Bantams a
3-1 record and upped high-scorer
George Brickley's point total to 17.
Against Quinnipiac, Brickley
tallied five goals and 3 assists, while
linemates Bob Plumb and Tom
Keenan added 3 and 2 gaols,
respectively. Defenseman Jack
Slattery bolstered his offen,se with
four assists.
After being down 24 at the end
of the first period, the Bantams
came on with 6 goals to lead 7-3.
Larry Rosenthal picked up his first
of two that period. Freshman star

of the future Karl Nelson scored his
first Trinity goal on his first shot.
At the start of the third period,
one of the Bants may well have
muttered, "We're having some fun
now," for they went on to further
embarrass the Quinnipiac Braves
to the tune of 7 more goals. The
tumult of scoring was culminated
by a picture-perfect breakaway by
Sam Gray.
On Thursday, the Bantams
were faced with more of a
challenge, as Bentley came storming into the Glastonbury Arena
with blood in their eyes and fire in
their skates. After Bob Plumb
scored first for Trin on a power
play, assisted by a hustling Dana
Barnard, Bentley picked up two

goals against an ailing Ted
Walkowicz. Wacko was removed
from the game after the first period
with a painful neck injury. Freshman Ed Ryan took the reins and
turned back 15 shots, allowing only
one goal.
That one goal came at early in
the second period. But from then
on, Trinity did all the scoring.
George Brickley tipped in Barnard's blast from the point on yet
another power play, and Plumb got
his second from linemates Keenan
and Brickley. At the end of two,
the score was tied 3-3. The two
teams, up to this point, had played .
almost exactly even.
The third period was the true
test. Tired and frustrated, Trin
came on to inundate the Bentley
goalie with a wave of shots, but the
skillful netminder met the
challenge. Finally, at 14:06, George
Brickley, on a play that has come
to be thought of as his own, faked
around one defenseman and
tucked the puck behind the fallen
goalie.

Bantam Trl-Captain George Brickley maneuvers around Bentley
defenseman, intent on the opposing net.
photo by Nick Noble

Women's Swimming
Swamps Conn. College
In First Varsity Meet

Then it was Ed Ryan's turn to
display his talents. In those last five
minutes, Bentley, not a team to
give up easily, threw accurate shot
after accurate shot towards the
The Trinity College Women's
Trin net. Ryan came up with the
Swim Team opened its first varsity
big saves, and his defensemen
season last Friday with a sound 77ably assisted, The final buzzer
53 victory over Conn. College. If
sounded with Trin on top, 4-3.
this is a foreshadowing of things to
come, Coach McPhee should be
The Bantams take a vacation optimistic abouty the rest of the
until Jan. 13, when they make a season. The women took first in 7
road trip to Westchester, N.Y. to of 15 events, and a 1-2 sweep in 6 of
meet St. Nick's Hockey Club and those 7.
Ramapo.
The medley relay team conSenior Sam Gray played a very strong game both offensively and
sisting of Tini Peiser, Denise Jones,
Joy Tomlinson and Anijie Mondefensively against Bentley.
photo by Nick Noble
tgomery grabbed a 7-0 lead in the
first event with a winning time of
2:04.5, Trinity relinquished the
lead after the next three events, but
picked it up again after Jones and
Gail Goldbloom took first and
By David Mueller
Jay began on a slightly different Dunn, who lost a major decision at second in the 50 yd. breaststroke.
note. Trinity's Maxwell Edusei 167 pounds.
With another 1-2 sweep to follow in
Following their second loss of opened the contest by picking up a
At 177 Helmut Bittlingmeyer the 100 yd. fly by senior co-capt.
the season on Tuesday night to forfeit at 118 lbs. Trin Then took six outmuscled his foe, pinning him
Tomlinson and Leigh Mountford,
WPI 48-3, Trinity's Varsity more points on a double forfeit. early in the second period. At 190
the women were well on their way
Wrestling Team rebounded to Halfway through the second period Mark Buttaro wrestled a tough
to victory.
defeat John Jay 33-27 at home last of the 134 bout, Eric Lewis pinned match but was pinned, and Glenn
Under the direction of diving
Saturday afternoon.
his adversary to give the Bantams McLellan gave up a major decision
coach Bob Slaughter, Trinity
The Tuesday meet at WPI an 18-6 lead.
in the unlimited weight division. pulled off a first and second in both
proved to be difficult from the
Coach Mike Darr felt all of his the required and optional diving.
outset. Trinity was forced to give
Frosh
grappler
Mark mat-men did well despite a strong Freshman Janet Rathbun took first
up forfeits in the first two weight Malkovich
followed
Lewis' WPI team, noting QBrien's outclasses and at 150 pounds, giving example. Leading by seven points standing performance there. in both diving events with scores of
the opposition an 18 point lead going into the third period, he Pointing out the even start both 85.05 and 78.55 points. Freshman
before the Bantams stepped out on came on strong to get the pin at teams had on Saturday, and then Beth Shipley, grabbed two second
places.
the mat.
7:45.
: :
remarking on Trinity's winning five
In the latter part of the meet,
When Trinity's mat-men did
After Trin gave up another of eight matches, Coach Darr Tomlinson and Mountford again
wrestle, they found stiff com- forfeit at 150 pounds, undefeated believed that the John Jay match
came back for another 1-2 sweep in
petition, losing three decisions and John OBrien provided the Bantams was a much better battle.
,
the
50 yd. fly. In the 100 yrd.
giving up three pins. The only Trin with another 3 points to up the
The next meet will take place at
victory came from Co-Captain score to 27-13. The Co-Captain home after the Christmas break, breaststroke, Goldbloom this time
John OBrien, who won a 10-3 dominated- the first period, gar- on Jan, 20. The team, expecting to
decision over his 158 pound op- nering ten points and only giving pick up a few more men after
ponent.
up one, to take a 15-9 decision. vacation, takes on Wesleyan and
Saturday's meet against John O'Brien was followed by Dave Rhode Island College.

teamed up with Torey Aronow for
first and second in this event.
Trinity had some problems in
the backstroke and freestyle
events, but the second and third
place points were more than
enough to assure « win. ©•eSBWan ,
Betsey CTHerron picked up a
second in the 200 yrd. freestyle and
a third in the 500 yd. freestyle.
Karen Miller placed third in the
200 yrd. freestyle. Tini Peiser took
a second in the 50 yd. backstroke
with a 32.8, justshy of the school
record, and Margot Tamoney
placed third in that event.
Tamoney also placed third in the
100 yd. backstroke.
In the 100 yd. IM, Peiser just
edged out her opponent managed a
second place finish while Torey
Aronow stroked to a third.
Other points were scored in the
meet by Montgomery and Gail
Alwang, finishing second and third
in the 100 yd. freestyle and Jones
(2nd) and Montgomery (3rd) in the
50 yd. freestyle.
In the final event, the 200 yd.
freestyle relay, Trin pitted two
relays against Conn. The relay,
consisting of Montgomery, Peiser,
Tomlinson, and Jones, were
touched out by 1,3 seconds to finish
second, and the other relay,
consisting of Alwang, Nancy
Clarke, Jean Crawford, and
Deanna Lund fought it out for third
place.

Over this past weekend two
Trinity women travelled south to
partake in the Princeton Invitational Squash Tournament, featuring the country's 16 top-ranked
women's collegiate squash players.
Marian DeWitt was seeded 3rd in
the Tourney, while Muffy Rogers
was unseeded lower on the ladder.
Although both Rogers and
DeWitt played well, it was Becky
Chase of Williams who ended their
finishing hopes with some cluth
racqueteering.
Rogers lost to the first seed in
the second round of play, a tough
four game match; She played well,

but her-dominating adversary was
simply too good. In the consolation
feed-in round Chase downed
Rogers to end Muffy's Tournament.
DeWitt battled Joan McGuire of
Princeton to a fifth game, which
she lost.
Into the consolations she went,
and she soundly defeated Yale's
number two player in three games,
playing a beautiful match. But then
DeWitt faced Chase, and that was
her downfall. Again up 2-0 at the
outset, DeWitt found the Ephwoman's physical game exhausting, and she fell in Five.

Wrestling Bantams Bounce Back From WPI Loss
To Tackle John Jay For Season's First Triumph

Women's Squash

DeWitt And Rogers
In Princeton Tourney

Eric LewlB manhandles John Jay opponent in last Saturday's wrestling meet.
photo by Khooshe Adib Samii

